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September 22, 2006

Magalie Roman Salas, Secretary
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
888 First Street, NE
Washington, DC 20426
Re: FERC Docket P-2082: Klamath River Project reservoirs: Interim state-agency
sediment study results critical to relicensing
Dear Ms. Salas:

By this letter, the California State Coastal Conservancy, an agency of the State of
California, requests that the enclosed results of its recently conducted sediment study
pertaining to the potential decommissioning of the Klamath River Project be evaluated in
the environmental documents under preparation in connection with relicensing of the
Klamath River Project, FERC Docket P-2082. These findings are presented in the
attached memoranda from: Gathard Engineering Consulting (Exhibit 1), Shannon and
Wilson, Inc., (Exhibit 2), and Stillwater Sciences (Exhibit 3).
Findings regarding sediment size and character demonstrate that dam removal is feasible
and affordable under a variety of scenarios now under consideration by the Conservancy
and its contractors. Collectively, the attached studies and summaries find that: 1) the
toxicity of the sediment in the four lowermost reservoirs is very low, and will not affect
the method or cost of dam decommissioning; 2) that ample information exists to
accurately predict the amount of sediment that would erode downstream in the event of
decommissioning, and; 3) sediment transport below Iron Gate, even under the most
conservative estimates, would be unlikely to cause flooding. The study findings must be
prominently considered in the environmental review process for license renewal--with
respect both to determining feasible alternatives and to determining the environmental
effects and costs of those alternatives.
This information is provided in response to questions and concerns raised by numerous
interested parties currently involved in the relicensing ofP-2082. In particular, the study
seeks to address questions regarding future project operations and the possibility of
decommissioning some or all of the dams in the project area. The Klamath Sediment
Study is broadly supported (Exhibit 4), and was authorized by the Conservancy and by
the California Ocean Protection Council in June, 2005.
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A complete and final report including a proposed decommissioning strategy will be
provided to FERC and other interested parties later this year following further
consultation with fishery management agencies.
As indicated in our March 24, 2006 filing, the Conservancy undertook a scientific and
technical examination of sediment located behind the four lower reservoirs, including an
investigation of the feasibility of decommissioning the four lowermost dams in the
Klamath River Project area. We requested at that time that FERC consider the results of
our investigation in the preparation of its environmental documents pertaining to the
relicensing ofP-2082. Although neither FERC staff nor its consultants have contacted
the Conservancy to inquire about the results of the study, we provide these findings in the
interest of a thorough examination of future project management alternatives.
These findings address sediment volume and grain size distribution, toxicity, and
assumptions related to the potential for flooding downstream of the project area should
sediment be released in the course of decommissioning. The final study will further
examine these and other topics, and propose a preferred approach to decommissioning
that is justified by expert advice and by the available body of information.
Commencement of the study was delayed nearly one year by PacifiCorp's prerequisites
to allowing access to the site and to information possibly subject to CEIl protections.
Due to these delays, the final version of the study will be available later this year in
advance of the release of the Environmental Impact Statement. However, we are
providin2 the attached preliminary results to this letter. and we ask FERC to
consider them in the draft and final environmental documents. We also expect
FERC to consider the results of the final study in the final environmental documents.
The Conservancy believes that consideration of the attached new information from our
study is essential to the preparation of a thorough environmental document consistent
with the National Environmental Policy A~t and its guidelines. We also believe that the
final draft of the study, soon to be provid~a, Willbe vital to assessing the feasibility,
costs, adverse effects, risks and benefits of decommissioning portions of the Klamath
River Project.
Please contact my staff Project Manager, Michael Bowen, with any questions or
comments at (510) 286-0720.
Sincerely,

&ChlIdlia
Executive Officer
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Cc:
Service List P-2082
End:
Exhibit I Gathard Engineering Consultants: Memo Describing Preliminary Results...
Exhibit 2 Shannon and Wilson, Inc. Preliminary Review of Analytical Testing Data...
Exhibit 3 Stillwater Sciences: Reevaluation of Stillwater 2004 Preliminary Simulation...
Exhibit 4 Letters of Support
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September 21, 2006

Michael Bowen
California State Coastal Conservancy
1330 Broadway, 11th Floor
Oakland, CA 94612
Re: Klamath River Sediment Study
Dear Michael,
At your request, I have compiled a brief summary of the preliminary results of the Klamath
River sediment investigation. These results include the following: 1) a summary of the
analysis of sediment volume, 2) a description of sediment grain size distribution, and 3) a
preliminary estimate of the volume and type of sediment that would be eroded by dam
removal. This information is based on 45 sediment samples taken at 26 locations by Shannon
and Wilson, Inc. from Iron Gate, Copco I, and J.C. Boyle reservoirs during their 2006 field
season, and under a contract with the Coastal Conservancy.
The results of our analysis of sediment volume indicate that the three reservoirs have trapped
approximately 21 million cubic yards (mcy) of material. However, our preliminary analysis
concludes that less than 4 mcy of this material would erode as a result of dam removal
activities. Previously G&G Associates1 investigated the feasibility of removing the four lower
dams and allowing sediment behind the dams to erode downstream. Stillwater Sciences2
analyzed the effects that eroding sediments would have downstream of Iron Gate Dam. The
results of our analysis of the volume and grain size of eroded sediment compares well with
assumptions made by Stillwater. We, therefore, believe that erosion is a feasible method of
removing sediment in the river channel as discussed in the G&G Associates and Stillwater
reports.

1

Klamath River Dam Removal Investigation, J.C. Boyle Dam Copco I Copco 2 Dam and Iron Gate Dam, G&G
Associates, July 2003
2

A Preliminary Evaluation of the Potential Downstream Sediment Deposition Following the Removal of Iron
Gate, Copco, and J.C. Boyle Dams, Klamath River, CA, Stillwater Sciences 2855 Telegraph Avenue Berkeley,
CA 94705, May 2004

1
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Discussion of Results
Additional investigation of removal of the four lower dams on the Klamath River was
conducted on behalf of the California State Coastal Conservancy and Ocean Protection
Council. This investigation was prompted by questions regarding the feasibility of dam
decommissioning as a future project management alternative. The current study includes
collecting and analyzing sediment from the reservoirs of these dams to provide a basis for dam
removal studies. Shannon and Wilson, Inc. utilized over water boring and grab sampling to
collect sediment samples at 26 different locations in three of the reservoirs. One reservoir,
Copco II, did not have sufficient sediment to allow sample collection. The location of the
samples is discussed in Sediment Sampling Plan Klamath River Sediment Study, June 2006,
Gathard Engineering Consultants (Appendix A, “Sampling Plan”).
Estimated sediment thickness provided in the Sampling Plan was based on elevations shown
on contour lines on predam and post dam reservoir surveys. Results of the borings provided a
comparison of actual sediment thickness to sediment thickness calculated from survey
information. Comparison of the estimated thickness, based on pre and post dam surveys, with
the measured thickness based on borings did not always provide a high correlation. Table 1
shows both estimated and measured sediment thickness.
The difference between estimated and measured sediment thickness may result from numerous
extrapolations of known information as discussed below.
•

The accuracy of drill rig location was limited to the accuracy of the rig location system
used. Slight variation in the location of the rig could result in large variation in
sediment thickness, for instance at locations near or at predam canyon walls.

•

The predam and post dam survey contour lines were based on extrapolation of spot
elevation information. The accuracy of contour lines used to estimate sediment
thickness was limited by the accuracy and amount of information used to create predam
survey contour lines.

•

Side slopes along the predam river were very steep. Contour lines of pre and post dam
surveys were overlaid to estimate sediment thickness. Slight variations in the
horizontal alignment of the surveys could result in large thickness estimate changes,
and possible inaccuracies, in the estimated sediment thickness.

•

Estimates in the Sampling Plan were conservative (towards larger thickness) to ensure
that drill rig operators provided sufficient drilling equipment length to access the full
depth of sediment. Extrapolation of sediment elevations from predam and post dam
elevations was required. Accuracy of the information is limited by extrapolation from
10-foot interval contour lines.

2
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Table 1 Estimated and Measured Sediment Thickness
Copco I Reservoir
Coring Location
C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5
C-6
C-7
C-8
C-9
C-10
C-11
C-12

Measured Sediment Thickness - Estimated Sediment Thickness feet
feet
5.8
4.4
5.7
7.7
5.8
10
0.4
3.6
3.5
9.4
4
6

20
10
10
10
7
10
15
8
12
10
10
--

Iron Gate Reservoir
Coring Location

IG-1
IG-2
IG-3
IG-4
IG-5
IG-6
IG-7
IG-8
IG-9

Measured Sediment Thickness - Estimated Sediment Thickness feet
feet
7
1.9
2
2.5
0.5
2
5
4.3
6.5

15
12
10
2
2
20
20
5
10

J.C. Boyle Reservoir
Coring Location
J-1
J-2
J-3
J-4
J-5

Measured Sediment Thickness - Estimated Sediment Thickness feet
feet
13.2
0
0.5
0.3
0.3

15
2
2
2
2

3
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1. Sediment Volume
In April 2003 JC Headwaters, Inc. issued a report, conducted for PacifiCorp, investigating
sediment characteristics in several reservoirs on the Klamath River. The report included
bathymetric surveys, analysis of the trapped sediment volume in the reservoirs, and provided
information on the nature and distribution of the sediments in the impoundments. Iron Gate,
Copco I, and J.C. Boyle reservoirs were included in that investigation.
The report, entitled Bathymetry and Sediment Classification of the Klamath Hydropower
Project Impoundments, J. M. Eilers and C.P Gubala, JC Headwaters, Inc., April 2003 (JC
Headwaters Report), included figures showing bathymetric contour lines for the three
reservoirs. PacifiCorp presented the results of the bathymetric survey by JC Headwaters as
part of the dam licensing proceedings. Bathymetric contour lines provided in electronic format
were received from PacifiCorp for predam and JC Headwaters surveys.
These files were used to compare the water volume of the predam and current reservoirs.
Contour line information in a digital format compatible with AutoCAD software was taken
from the data provided by PacifiCorp. AutoCAD was used to calculate the area contained
inside each contour line. The volume of water contained in the reservoir, for both predam and
the JC Headwaters surveys, was determined by multiplying the area inside each contour line by
the difference in elevation between adjacent contour lines for all the contour lines in the
reservoir. Volumes of the predam and JC Headwaters survey were calculated using identical
water surface elevations. The estimated volume of sediment contained in the reservoir was
calculated as the difference between the water volume of the predam and JC Headwaters
surveys. Table 2 shows the sediment volumes calculated using this approach. It also provides
volumes from the JC Headwaters Report.
To develop bathymetry the JC Headwaters investigation sampled water depths at cross section
lines located at approximately 50-meter intervals. The method for developing predam contour
lines is unknown but each approach involves extrapolation of information. The Copco I
predam survey was particularly rough. On the south side of the reservoir some contour lines
were not shown at all. Both Iron Gate and J.C. Boyle predam surveys appear to have been
conducted after cofferdams, used to divert the river for dam construction, were in place. The
lowest contour line for each was the elevation of the top of the cofferdam although other
information shows lower river elevations. This discrepancy inherently limited the accuracy of
sediment volume calculations.
Using the techniques described above, both Iron Gate and J.C. Boyle reservoirs appear to have
significantly more sediment in them than the previous the JC Headwaters Report indicated. At
this point in time no explanation for the large discrepancy in the volume of sediment in Iron
Gate Reservoir is available. However, analyzing sediment volume involves comparing the
difference between two very large numbers to determine the remaining sediment volume.
Small errors in the survey can result in a large difference in the calculated volume of sediment
4
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and may be the reason for differences in calculated sediment volume. Comparison of
bathymetry from the JC Headwaters Report to the predam survey at J.C. Boyle reservoir
clearly shows a large volume of sediment near the dam that would account for most of the
larger volume for the AutoCAD analysis shown in Table 2. Investigation of these issues is
ongoing.
Table 2

Sediment Volume

Comparison of Reservoir Sediment Volume
Cubic Yards of Sediment
J.C. Boyle
Copco1
Copco 2
AutoCAD
analysis

636,000

10,870,000

JC
Headwaters
Report

22,222

9,629,00

No sediment

Iron Gate
8,767,000
4,818,000

2. Sediment Grain Size Analysis
The JC Headwaters Report also included an analysis of the sediment grain sizes and locations
within the reservoirs. Hydroacoustic echo techniques were used to define bathymetry and
grain size. JC Headwaters analysis of the sediment also included cores from the top four
inches and visual observation of sediment using an under water camera.
These techniques provide only limited information regarding the grain size of reservoir
sediments. Reservoir sediments tend to be layered with varying grain sizes. Analyzing
sediment from only the top four inches does not provide a thorough analysis of sediment grain
sizes. Accurate knowledge of grain size distribution is necessary to conduct analysis of
sediment transport and erosion behavior.
To provide a more accurate determination of the distribution and location of sediment grain
size, samples of reservoir sediment were extracted using boring techniques at 21 locations and
5 grab samples locations. Locations of sample extraction are described in the Sampling Plan
(Appendix A). An additional boring was located in Copco between C1 and C7. From the 26
sample locations 45 individual grain size analyses were conducted. The grain size
characteristics at boring locations were used to extrapolate the material size distribution and
location for each reservoir. This information was used to develop an estimate of the grain size
of sediment that would be eroded from the reservoir if dams were removed.
Table 3 shows the grain size distribution analysis results.
5
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Table 3 Grain Size Distribution
Material Size Analysis Results
Cubic Yards
Reservoir

Iron Gate

Copco I

J.C, Boyle

Clay and Silt

7,249,132

8,972,039

450,043

Sand

1,092,064

1,794,856

128,922

425,808

102,462

25,765

Gravel

3. Sediment Eroded past Iron Gate Dam
Sediment eroded from J.C. Boyle would be trapped in Copco I Reservoir. Copco I sediment
would flow into and be partially trapped in Iron Gate Reservoir. Sediment eroded past Iron
Gate Dam would eventually be transported to the Pacific Ocean. The method, sequence, and
timing of breaching the reservoirs to erode sediment are still under investigation. The
following erosion assessment assumes the minimum duration of downstream water quality
impacts would occur by first removing Copco II dam followed by simultaneously breaching
the three remaining dams.
Table 4 shows the estimated sediment volume eroded past Iron Gate Dam assuming
simultaneous removal of J.C. Boyle, Copco I, and Iron Gate reservoirs. The volume of
sediment eroded and released was based on the following conservative preliminary
assumptions. Analysis of the sediment release is ongoing and may result in reduced estimates
of sediment releases.
•

The new eroded river channel would follow the pre dam river channel. The channel
width would be 200 feet wide at the bottom with side slopes at 10 horizontal to 1
vertical through Iron Gate and Copco I reservoirs

•

All material would be eroded simultaneously. No time lag for larger particles would
occur.

•

Material from J.C. Boyle would resettle in Copco I. That material would be eroded out
of Copco I reservoir in the same proportion as Copco I sediments. The same process
would occur in Iron Gate. Approximately 2.2 mcy of sediment in Copco I would erode
6
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into Iron Gate Reservoir, which includes 23% of the sediment eroded from J.C. Boyle
and 23% of Copco I sediment.
•

Sediment eroded from Copco I would be partially trapped in Iron Gate reservoir.
Approximately 34% of the sediment arriving in Iron Gate Reservoir from Copco I
would be eroded with Iron Gate sediment erosion.

Table 4 Sediment Eroded Past Iron Gate Dam (thousand cubic yards)
Condition

Gravel

Sand

Silt/Clay

Total

Sediment released to Iron Gate Reservoir from the removal of
Copco I

98

419

1,717

2,234

Copco I sediment eroded past Iron Gate Dam following Iron
Gate Dam removal (34% of Total Copco I sediment eroded)

33

142

584

759

Iron Gate Reservoir sediment only from Iron Gate Dam removal

220

451

2,340

3,011

Total sediment released downstream of Iron Gate Dam

253

593

2,924

3,770

The information presented in this memorandum represents preliminary results of analysis of
sediment sampling activities. The ongoing work awaits final results from sediment boring
activities. We anticipate that some of the data and results presented may be revised when
analysis and reports are complete.

Sincerely,

Dennis Gathard, P.E.

7
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Appendix A
Sediment Sampling Plan
Klamath River Sediment Study
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Sediment Sampling Plan
An investigation of sediment characteristics will be conducted, as part of the feasibility
level study of decommissioning the four lower dams on the Klamath River. Sediment
characteristics will provide information regarding the spatial distribution of sediment
particles and chemistry of sediment particles trapped in the reservoirs.

Objective
The objective of sediment sampling is to collect sufficient sediment samples to accurately
characterize the physical and chemical properties of the sediment trapped in the
reservoirs. The objective of the activities in this initial round of testing is to provide
preliminary information regarding sediment characteristics. The information developed
will be used as a basis for analysis of sediment management approaches relating to the
assessment of the feasibility of decommissioning and removing the four lower Klamath
River Dams.
Sample results will provide information that will help determine the behavior and impacts
of sediment released from the reservoirs following dam removal. PacifiCorp, the project
owner, conducted very preliminary sediment volume and size analysis in previous work.
That sediment size analysis did not include physical testing of sediment samples for grain
size characteristics or chemical constituents. Sampling conducted in this process will
provide sufficient information regarding the size and location of sediment particles to
allow analysis of sediment erosion and deposition behavior, as the dams are demolished.
Chemical analysis will help assess the feasibility of releasing sediment through erosion
by identifying possible contamination and determining if further testing is necessary.

Methodology
Hydroelectric dam decommissioning activities can result in the release of large quantities
of natural river sediments. No codified method of determining the suitability of release
of these sediments has been established. The proposed method of evaluating the
characteristics of the released sediment involves reviewing the watershed conditions that
contribute sediment to the reservoirs and sediment sampling and testing activities.
The first phase of the process involves an analysis of potential sources of contamination
in the watershed The Phase 1 study, entitled Upland Contaminant Source Study
conducted by Shannon and Wilson, Inc. (Upland Study) is similar to a Puget Sound
Dredged Disposal Analysis (PSDDA) Tier 1 analysis. This phase was conducted to
identify general and specific potential sources of contamination to help guide decisions
regarding testing for specific chemicals and use of testing methods.
Two methodologies for sediment testing were reviewed and considered. Both address
issues similar to those involved in this decommissioning study. Both test are similar.
The method not selected is presented in the Inland Testing Manual, developed jointly by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to
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assess dredged material. Guidelines used are those developed to implement the Clean
Water Act. These guidelines and associated screening levels are those adopted for use in
the Dredge Material Evaluation Framework for the Lower Columbia River Management
Area, November 1998 (DMEF).
Another similar set of sediment testing protocols used in protocols Washington State’s
Puget Sound region are the Puget Sound Dredged Disposal Analysis (PSDDA)
guidelines. These sediment testing guidelines have been established for deposition of
dredged materials in the marine environment within the Sound and have been in use since
the 1980’s. PSDDA guidelines have been used to perform sediment analysis on similar
decommissioning projects including the Elwha River Restoration project, The Matilija
Dam Removal project, and the Condit Dam Removal Project
PSDDA involves several related levels (Tiers) of testing. Tier 2 laboratory testing is
guided by the Tier 1 results (Upland Study). Tier 2 PSDDA analysis involves laboratory
chemical tests on samples extracted from sediment.
The objective of the PSDDA sampling and testing activities is to determine whether
dredged materials are suitable for deposition in marine environments without adverse
impacts from the dredged materials. Since the PSDDA protocols were used so
extensively on dredging projects and other dam decommissioning projects they were
chosen for this project.
The PSDDA methodology sets screening levels for contaminant concentrations. Test
results below screening levels indicate that the sediment contamination can be ranked as
low and contamination is not significant. Concentrations of contaminants above
screening levels require further sediment testing.

Sample Collection
To collect samples a geotechnical engineering firm will supervise a drilling contractor as
the contractor drills into the sediment at 25 over the water locations and collects samples
from Iron Gate, Copco I, Copco II, and J. C. Boyle reservoirs. Sediment samples will be
taken from cores 3 inches in diameter at intervals of 30 inches No fewer than 40 select
sediment samples shall be taken for the purpose of physical and chemical testing.
The total number of samples will be based on conditions encountered during sample
drilling and retrieval activities. The number of drill sites in each reservoir is based on the
relative volume of sediment in each reservoir. Current estimates of sediment volume in
the three reservoirs will be used to distribute the location of the samples. Sediment
depth has been analyzed using predam topographic survey information compared to
bathymetric survey work conducted by PacifiCorp in 2003. Current estimates of
sediment volume are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 Sediment Volume and Sampling Sites
Reservoir

Volume Cubic Yards

Number of
Drill Sites

Iron Gate Reservoir

8,860,000

9

Copco 2 Reservoir

<200,000

1 Grab
Samples

Copco 1 Reservoir

11,000,000

11

J. C. Boyle Reservoir

1,000,000

5 Grab
Samples

PSDDA sampling frequency criteria is based on the suspected degree of sediment
contamination and volume of sediment to be dredged. PSDDA procedures provide two
levels of sediment characterization, full and partial characterization. Full characterization
is usually conducted on sediment of known high contamination levels. The frequency of
testing is based on contamination level and volume of sediment.
Because this investigation is a feasibility level analysis and not an attempt to conduct a
final characterization for sediment disposal, and because the Upland Study suggests that
the sediment is not suspected to be highly contaminated, PSDDA testing frequency
guidelines as designated for full characterization were not used. Partial characterization
does not specify exact frequency of testing. Sediment sampling frequency will be
adequate for feasibility level analysis.
Several issues were considered when determining testing sites, including 1) the volume
and thickness of sediment in a sediment sample area, 2) possible sources of upland
contamination, and 3) the history of the particular reservoir.
Copco 1 reservoir was constructed in 1918 at approximately the same time as the Link
River dam (1920). Therefore, most sediment traveling downstream between Link River
and Copco 1 deposited in Copco 1 reservoir before 1959 when Big Bend Dam (now J. C.
Boyle dam) was built. Consequently, the largest number of samples will be taken in
Copco 1 since it has the largest volume of sediment retained in it and has the highest
historical exposure to possible contaminants, especially those from upstream agricultural
activities.
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Analysis
Analysis will be conducted on the standard suite of PSDDA analytes with the exception
of Tributyltins, which are specifically associated with painting marine vessels. Since this
type of activity would not be expected in the watershed this test is not considered to be
appropriate. The list of chemicals to be tested is provided in Table 2
While dioxins are not included in the standard list of chemicals, PSDDA requires testing
for dioxins if a paper mill is in close proximity to the tested material. No paper mills
were found within 20 miles of the reservoirs.
Furthermore, though toxic, dioxins are ubiquitous in the environment. Dioxins are
formed as a result of combustion processes such as commercial or municipal waste
incineration and from burning fuels (such as wood, coal or oil), can also be formed when
household trash is burned, and as a result of natural processes such as forest fires.
Chlorine bleaching of pulp and paper, certain types of chemical manufacturing and
processing, and other industrial processes all can create small quantities of dioxins.
Screening levels for dioxins are extremely low so dioxins from sources other than paper
mills would most likely show in chemical tests. Because no mills were found in the
vicinity of the reservoirs and testing would not be likely to add information to our
knowledge of the sediment contamination, dioxins were not included in the proposed
suite of tests.
Samples will be taken at 2 ½ foot intervals. These samples will be inspected on site for
variation between samples. Any sample that appears unusual or displays a reason for
suspecting a high probability of contamination to the geotechnical engineer on site will
tested separately. Otherwise, all material in a bore hole less than 15 feet deep will be
mixed together (composited) and tested. Holes deeper than 15 feet will be split equally
into two samples and each sample will be tested separately. This procedure should result
in testing of approximately 26 samples.
EPA Region 9 uses PSDDA procedures as guidelines for dredging activities in that
region since specific guidelines have not been established for the region. This type of
testing, performed after Tier 1 evaluation but not to full characterization guidelines, is
termed confirmatory testing by Region 9 personnel. It is not intended to establish the
exact location of specific contaminants but to confirm the results of the Tier 1 analysis.
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Table 2 RECOMMENDED ANALYSES
Parameter for All Samples
Grain size distribution
Parameters for Frequent
Samples
Percent solids
Total volatile solids (TVS)
Total organic carbon (TOC)
Total sulfides
Acid volatile sulfides
pH
Calcium carbonate
Ammonia
PCBs
Metals:
Antimony
Arsenic
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Lead

Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Zinc

GATHARD ENGINEERING CONSULTING
4003 1ST AVE NW
Seattle, WA 98107

Parameters for Selected (Infrequent) Samples
Organochlorine pesticides:
Gamma-HCH (lindane)
Total DDTs (p,p)
Chlorpyrifos (Lorsban)
Heptachlor
Iprodione (Rovral)
Alpha-Chlordane
PCNB (Blocker)
Aldrin
& Others
Dieldrin
Organophosphorus pesticides:
Ronnel
Dimethoate
Parathion – Methyl
Diazinon
Malathion
Atrazine
& Others
Simazine
Chlorinated acid herbicides
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs):
1,1-Dichloroethene
Trichloroethene (TCE)
Vinyl chloride
Tetrachloroethene (PCE)
Toluene
Ethylbenzene
Trans-1,2-dichloroethylene
Total xylenes
1,1,1-Trichloroethane (1,1,1-TCA)
Benzene
Chloroform
MTBE
Semivolatile Organic Compounds (SVOCs):*
Phenols
Low molecular weight aromatic hydrocarbons (LPAH)
High molecular weight aromatic hydrocarbons (HPAH)
Chlorinated aromatic hydrocarbons
Chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons
Phthalate esters
Miscellaneous oxygenated compounds
Organonitrogen compounds
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Upland Contaminant Source Study Results
A upland study, similar to a PSDDA Tier 1 study, was conducted to better understand
potential contaminant sources and help inform the frequency and location of sediment
sampling. The results of the study suggest that PSDDA sampling protocols would be
appropriate for detection of possible contaminants in the watershed. The study also
found that in addition to the PSDDA suite of analytes, guaiacols should also be
investigated. Figure 1 shows the results for potential point source contaminants found in
the study. The study also found that land in the watershed had been used for agriculture,
forestry, wood products manufacturing, and transportation of products by railroads. No
major mining activities were found in the watershed area.

Figure 1 Potential Contaminant Point Source Sites
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OTHER UPSTREAM POTENTIAL CONTAMINANT SOURCES
Site Name
and Address
Keno Disposal
Site/ Transfer
Station, OR

Closest
EDR
Area

Fig.
3
ID

Area 4,
orphan

11

Potential
Contaminants

Relevant Sediment
Analyses/EPA
Method

Added to
database for
tracking as a
former solid
waste disposal
site.

TPH

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

Metals

Metals/6010/7471

Pesticides

Pesticides/8081

List(s)
ECSI

Notes

Whoa Tavern
and Keno Area
Groundwater
Contamination,
OR

Area 4,
orphans

7, 8

ECSI,
LUST

Benzene in well
water up to 350
µg/L; MTBE in
Keno Elementary
School drinking
water up to 185
µg/L. Five
wellhead
treatment systems
installed. Klamath
River about 500
feet northeast.

VOCs

VOCs/8260

USAF Keno
AFS

Areas 3
and 4,
orphan

12

LUST,
CERCNFRAP,
RCRASQG

Diesel in soil
discovered in soil
during UST
decommissioning;
cleanup
completed.

TPH

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

Area 4,
orphan

15

LUST,
ECSI,
UST, OR
HAZMAT

Sawmill, planing,
pressed-wood
plant. Areas of
concern: 1) old
landfill, 2) stormwater outfall, 3)
sawmill and
powerhouse, and
4) sediment.
Contaminants
detected at 1)
include metals
(lead, chromium,
manganese,
nickel, copper,
selenium, and
zinc) in soil and
GW. Oily sheen
has been

TPH, PAHs

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

Metals

Metals/6010/7471

VOCs

VOCs/8260

Peak end of
Hamaker
Mountain
Road, OR
Collins
Products, LLC
(formerly
Weyerhaeuser)
6410 Highway
66, Klamath
Falls, OR

GATHARD ENGINEERING CONSULTING
4003 1ST AVE NW
Seattle, WA 98107
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Site Name
and Address

Closest
EDR
Area

Fig.
3
ID

List(s)

Notes

Potential
Contaminants

Relevant Sediment
Analyses/EPA
Method

TPH

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

observed on 2).
At 3), soil
samples from TPs
had TPH concentrations up to
26,400 mg/kg;
free product on
groundwater;
some soil
removed, but
confirmation
samples showed
chromium in soil
between
residential and
industrial PRGs.
Six MWs
sampled/tested in
1995 for VOCs,
SVOCs, and
metals; 1,1dichloroethene,
TCE, PCE, vinyl
chloride, Bis(2ethylhexyl)phthalate,
and arsenic
exceeded PRGs.
4) sediments
sampled in 1995
and 1996:
bioassays
indicated toxic
effects. Samples
analyzed for
TPH, SVOCs,
and metals; all
had TPH greater
than 500 ppm.
Arsenic,
chromium,
copper,
mercury, total
PAHs, and four
individual PAHs
exceeded PSQG.
Unocal Bulk
Plant

Area 4,
DEQ

GATHARD ENGINEERING CONSULTING
4003 1ST AVE NW
Seattle, WA 98107

ESCI,
LUST

Cleanup in
progress;
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Site Name
and Address
Plant

Closest
EDR
Area
Profiler

Fig.
3
ID

LUST

contaminated GW
(benzene 2,300
mg/L and
ethylbenzene
1,200 mg/L) soil
TPH up to 28,000
mg/kg.

VOCs

Relevant Sediment
Analyses/EPA
Method
VOCs/8260

ECSI,
LUST

2002 compliance
audit (DEQ)
noted two surface
spills; hydraulic
fluid likely to
enter Klamath
River (located
within 20 feet of
river). 2003
sampling
indicated GW
collected
immediately
adjacent to the
river had toluene
and several PAHs
exceeding
ecological risk
screening levels.
Heating oil
LUST; cleanup
completed.

TPH, PAHs

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

VOCs

VOCs/8260

LUST

Gasoline release
to soil discovered
during tank
decommissioning;
cleanup
completed.

TPH

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

Lead

Lead/6010

HW Gen

Waste material:
spent acid with
metals.

Metals

Metals/6010/7471

ECSI

Diesel spill (about
1,800 gal. of
2,000 gal. spill
recovered).
Product reached

List(s)

1459 S 6th
Street,
Klamath Falls,
OR

Columbia
Plywood
Corp., Hwy 97
South,
Klamath Falls,
OR

Area 4,
orphan

Hilltop Service
Station, 14413
Highway 66,
Klamath Falls,
OR

Area 4,
DEQ
Profiler

13

Production
Metal Forming

Area 4,
DEQ
Profiler

14

8888 Highway
66, Klamath
Falls, OR
Union Pacific
Railroad Co.
1585 Oak
Ave., Klamath

Area 4,
DEQ
Profiler

GATHARD ENGINEERING CONSULTING
4003 1ST AVE NW
Seattle, WA 98107

Notes

9

Potential
Contaminants

TPH, PAHs
VOCs

SVOCs/8270C/SIM
VOCs/8260
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Site Name
and Address

Closest
EDR
Area

Fig.
3
ID

List(s)

Falls, OR

Timbermill
Shores (former
Modoc
Lumber)

1516 S. 6th
Street,
Klamath Falls,
OR

Potential
Contaminants

Relevant Sediment
Analyses/EPA
Method

Product reached
GW. Hazardous
materials include
PCE, benzene,
petroleum, and
VOCs.
Area 4,
orphan

ECSI

Former lumber
mill operated
under different
owners since the
early 1900s;
contaminants:
PAHs and
hydraulic oil.
Institutional
controls
following
remediation
include no use of
shallow GW, no
excavations, and
no residential or
agricultural uses.

TPH, PAHs

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

Area 4,
DEQ
Profiler

ECSI

Suspect site
requiring further
investigation;
suspected
contaminants
TPH, PCBs, and
dioxins. Located
on the east shore
of Lake Ewauna.

TPH

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

PCBs

PCBs/8082

Dioxins

Dioxins/1613

Suspect site
requiring further
investigation;
located on shore
of Lake Ewauna;
suspected
contaminants
woodtreating
chemicals,
pesticides, and
solvents.

SVOCs

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

Pesticides

Pesticides/8081

VOCs

VOCs/8260

TPH
VOCs

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

404 S. 4th
Street,
Klamath Falls,
OR

Ewauna Box
Co. (former)

Notes

Big Lakes Box
Co., 1580 S.
6th Street,
Klamath Falls,
OR

Area 4,
DEQ
Profiler

Prime
Equipment,

Area 4,
DEQ

GATHARD ENGINEERING CONSULTING
4003 1ST AVE NW
Seattle, WA 98107

ECSI

ECSI

Gasoline and
MTBE detected
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Site Name
and Address
3344
Washburn
Way, Klamath
Falls, OR
PacifiCorp
1950 Mallard
Lane, Klamath
Falls, OR

Klamath
Veneer
4605 Lakeport
Blvd., Klamath
Falls, OR
Fashion
Cleaners
(former)

Closest
EDR
Area
Profiler

Fig.
3
ID

List(s)

865 and 953 S.
Spring Street,
Klamath Falls,
OR

Area 4,
DEQ
Profiler

ECSI

PCB capacitor
spill on 4/27/88;
2.5 gallons spilled
onto gravel
surface; gravel,
soil and buffer
area excavated;
soil disposed of in
Idaho or
Arkansas.

Area 4,
DEQ
Profiler

ECSI

Diesel fuel spill
in 1985 entered
Klamath Lake.

Area 4,
DEQ
Profiler

ECSI

PCE detected in
GW and soil
(other contaminants include
TCE, trans-1,2dichloroethylene, 1,1,1TCA, chloroform). Soil
removed and GW
treated in 1995;
1999 RI/FS
concluded that
natural
attenuation may
be sufficient to
reduce remaining
contaminant
concentrations.

Area 4,
DEQ
Profiler

ECSI

Active bulk plant;
voluntary cleanup
site.
Contaminants
TPH (gasoline,
diesel fuel,

GATHARD ENGINEERING CONSULTING
4003 1ST AVE NW
Seattle, WA 98107

Potential
Contaminants

in GW.

623 Klamath
Ave., Klamath
Falls, OR

May-Slade Oil
Co.

Notes

11

PCBs

TPH

VOCs

Relevant Sediment
Analyses/EPA
Method
VOCs/8260

PCBs/8082

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

VOCs/8260

TPH

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

VOCs

VOCs/8260
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Site Name
and Address

Closest
EDR
Area

Fig.
3
ID

List(s)

OR

Potential
Contaminants

Relevant Sediment
Analyses/EPA
Method

MDA formerly
discharged spent
plating bath
solutions to a
floor drain that
discharged to a
ditch. Primary
contaminant:
chromium;
cyanide and
VOCs also detected in GW.
Contaminated soil
excavated in
1991, but cleanup
not completed;
potential for offsite
contamination not
addressed.

Metals

Metals/6010/7471

VOCs

VOCs/8260

Widespread
petroleum
contamination
(mainly bunker
fuel and diesel)
identified in
1989, including
free product on
GW. Soil
removal
conducted;
passive recovery
system installed
in 1996. GW
impacted by

TPH, PAHs

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

VOCs

VOCs/8260

Notes
heating oils, and
lube oils). Large
gasoline spill
occurred in 1999.
Free product on
GW and
dissolved-phase
plume (benzene)
has migrated off
site; shallow GW
within 3 feet of
ground surface.

Klamath Falls
Street Dept.
(former Mew
Data Arms
[MDA]), 1199
S. Spring
Street,
Klamath Falls,
OR

Area 4,
DEQ
Profiler

ECSI

Burlington
Northern Santa
Fe

Area 4,
DEQ
Profiler

ECSI

1800 Laverne
Ave., Klamath
Falls, OR

GATHARD ENGINEERING CONSULTING
4003 1ST AVE NW
Seattle, WA 98107
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Site Name
and Address

Closest
EDR
Area

Fig.
3
ID

List(s)

Potential
Contaminants

Relevant Sediment
Analyses/EPA
Method

Diesel spilled in
1987 when driver
overfilled a
storage tank;
excavated soil
and gravel
disposed at
Klamath County
Landfill. Elevated
benzene,
gasoline, and
xylenes in GW.

TPH

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

VOCs

VOCs/8260

Added to
database for
tracking as a
former bulk plant
(dates back to at
least 1931);
located near west
shore of Lake
Ewauna.

TPH

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

Lead

Lead/6010

Sawmills have
operated at this
complex since
1860. PCP spill
in 1986 impacted
GW. Treatment
system operated
until 1995,
recovered 13,150
gallons of
product; significant levels of
dissolved PCP
still present in
GW. USTs
removed from
Pelican Bay site
in 1992; TPH and
PCP found in soil
and GW. Risk
assessment
(2001) indicated
unacceptable

TPH

SVOCs/8270C/SIM

Dioxins

Dioxins/1613

Notes
benzene and
PAHs.

Clough Oil
Company
977 S. Spring
Street,
Klamath Falls,
OR

General
Petroleum
Corp. (former)

Area 4,
DEQ
Profiler

ECSI

Area 4,
DEQ
Profiler

ESCI

Area 4,
DEQ
Profiler

ECSI

709 S.
Riverside
Street
Klamath Falls,
OR
Jeld-Wen (and
Pelican Bay),
3303 Lakeport
Blvd., Klamath
Falls, OR

GATHARD ENGINEERING CONSULTING
4003 1ST AVE NW
Seattle, WA 98107
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Site Name
and Address

Closest
EDR
Area

Fig.
3
ID

List(s)

Notes

Potential
Contaminants

Relevant Sediment
Analyses/EPA
Method

risks (dioxin and
PCP). Pilot-scale
study on-going
since 2001.
CERC-NFRAP

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act – no further
remedial action planned (USEPA)
ECSIEnvironmental Cleanup Site Information System (DEQ)
GW

Groundwater

HW GenHazardous Waste Generator (DEQ)
LUSTLeaking UST List (DEQ or SWRCB)
mg/kg

milligrams per kilogram

mg/L

milligrams per liter

µg/L

micrograms per liter

MTBE Methyl tertiary butyl ether
MW

Monitoring well

OR HAZMATHazardous materials incidents (Oregon State Fire Marshal’s Office)
PAHs

Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons

PCBs

Polychlorinated biphenyls

PCE

Tetrachloroethylene (perchloroethylene)

PCP

Pentachlorophenol

PRGs

USEPA’s Preliminary Remediation Goals

PSQG

Provincial Sediment Quality Guidelines

RCRA-SQGResource Conservation and Recovery Act – Small Quantity Generator (USEPA)
RI/FSRemedial Investigation/Feasibility Study
SVOCs Semivolatile organic compounds
SIM

Selective ion monitoring

TCA

Trichloroethane

TCE

Trichloroethylene

TP

Test pit

TPH

Total petroleum hydrocarbons

UST

Registered Underground Storage Tank List (DEQ or SWRCB)

VOCs

Volatile organic compounds

GATHARD ENGINEERING CONSULTING
4003 1ST AVE NW
Seattle, WA 98107
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Copco 1 Sediment Drilling Locations
1

Using digitized bathymetric contours from PacifiCorp maps for both original
topography and current bathymetry, calculations of sediment volume indicate that
Copco 1 Reservoir contains approximately 11 million cubic yards of sediment.

1

Predam survey was of poor quality. Contours at the upper end of the reservoir
are not discernable. The accuracy of quantity estimates and sediment locations is
limited by the accuracy of the original survey information.

1

Sediment accumulation appears to be fairly even along the length of the reservoir.

1

Maximum sediment thickness appears to be less than 20 feet. Most locations
have sediment depths less than 15 feet.
Table 3 Drilling Location Details for Copco 1 Reservoir
Hole #

Sediment
Elevation
Feet

Distance from
Dam along
River
Alignment

Sediment
Thickness
Feet

Water Depth Anticipated
Type of
Feet
Sediment

Feet
1

2592

27000

15

14

Granular

2

2585

23500

10

21

Silt

3

2582

16500

10

24

Sand/Silt

4

2552

14000

10

54

silt/clay

5

2552

9500

7

54

silt/clay

6

2533

8500

10

73

clay

7

2600

29000

20

6

Granular

8

2568

19500

8

38

silt/clay

9

2542

12500

12

64

silt/clay

10

2520

5000

10

86

silt/clay

11

2575

5000

10

31

Sand/Silt

GATHARD ENGINEERING CONSULTING
4003 1ST AVE NW
Seattle, WA 98107
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Longitudinal Profile
2620

Original
Current Profile

2600

Elevation

2580

2560

2540

2520

2500

2480
-

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

30,000

35,000

Distance from Dam

Figure 2 Center Line Profile Copco 1 Reservoir
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#11

45+00
40+00

35+00
30+00
25+00

#5

PROPOSED DRILLING
LOCATIONS

20+00
15+00

#9

10+00
5+00

#10

#4
#6

#3

#8

#2

#1

#7

Figure 3 Proposed Drilling Locations - Copco 1 Reservoir
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Figure 4 Tributaries to Copco 1 Reservoir
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Iron Gate Drilling Locations
1. Using digitized bathymetric contours from PacifiCorp maps for both original
topography and current bathymetry, calculations of sediment volume indicate that
Iron Gate Reservoir contains approximately 8 million cubic yards of sediment.
2. Virtually no sediment accumulation upstream of 25,000 feet upstream of the dam.
(7,600 Meters). This location is just slightly upstream of Jenny Creek
3. Fall Creek meets IG reservoir just upstream of a bridge across the reservoir.
There is no apparent sediment deposition at this location, which is about 6 miles
upstream of the dam.
4. Sediment appears to be mostly from Jenny Creek.
5. Jenny Creek is the longest tributary to the reservoir and has the largest capture
area.
6. The maximum sediment depth is approximately 20 feet.

Table 4 Proposed Drilling Location Details
Hole #

Sediment Distance Sediment Water
Elevation from Dam Thickness Depth
along River
Feet
Feet
Feet
Alignment

Anticipated
Type of
Sediment

Feet
1

2306

21300

15

18

Granular

2

2256

9800

12

68

Silt

3

2217

12000

10

107

Silt

4

2226

4000

2

98

clay

5

2306

9500

2

18

Granular

6

2295

9800

20

29

Granular

7

2246

16500

20

78

silt/clay

8

2197

7000

5

127

silt/clay

9

2276

21000

10

48

silt/clay
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Sediment Depth Iron Gate Reservoir
2340

2320
2003 Survey
Original Survey Taken from Drawing
2300

Elevation - Feet

2280

2260

2240

2220

2200

2180

2160
-

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

30,000

35,000

40,000

Distance from Dam - Feet

Figure 5 Sediment Depth - Iron Gate Reservoir
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Jenny Creek Alignment
2340

Current
Predam

Elevation - Feet

2330
2320
2310
2300
2290
2280
2270
2260
2250
2240

3,500

3,000

2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0

Distance from CL of Reservoir - Feet

Figure 6 Sediment Depth at Jenny Creek

Camp Creek Alignment
2340

Current
Predam

Elevation - Feet

2320
2300
2280
2260
2240
2220
2200
2180

8,000

7,000

6,000

5,000

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

0

Distance from CL of Reservoir - Feet

Figure 7 Sediment Depth at Camp Creek
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Figure 8 Bathymetry of Jenny Creek in Iron Gate Reservoir
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Figure 9 Iron Gate Reservoir and Tributaries
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Figure 10 Proposed Drilling Locations
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J. C. Boyle Drilling Locations
1. Original J. C. Boyle survey was conducted in 1959 prior to dam construction.
The survey shows only water surface elevations. Original survey did not include
river bathymetry. The current survey show deep pools in the river at the time of
the original survey would have existed. These pools limit the knowledge of
original river bathymetry.
2. Dams upstream of J. C. Boyle dam have trapped most of the sediment moving
downstream into the reservoir.
3. Using PacfiCorp digitized maps, analysis indicates that approximately 1,000,000
million cubic yards of sediment is trapped in the reservoir.
4. Sediment thickness for most of the reservoir cannot be estimated because the
current sediment elevation is below the predam river elevation.
5. Near the dam sediment thickness can be estimated.

Table 5 J. C. Boyle Drilling Location Details

Hole #

Sediment Distance Sediment
Elevation form Dam Thickness
along
River
Alignment

Water
Depth

Anticipated
Type of
Sediment

1

3755

1000

15

38

Silt/sand

2

3786

14000

2

7

Silt

3

3780

6000

2

13

clay

4

3775

12500

2

18

clay

5

3780

10500

2

13

clay
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Klamath Sediment Study:
Sediment Sampling Plan

1.
Figure 11 J. C. Byle Reservoir and Tributaries
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Klamath Sediment Study:
Sediment Sampling Plan
#4
#2
PROPOSED DRILLING
LOCATIONS

#5

#3
5.2973

#1

Figure 12 Proposed Drilling Locations in J. C. Boyle Reservoir
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Klamath Sediment Study:
Sediment Sampling Plan
JC Boyle Thalweg Profile
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Figure 13 Longitudinal Profile of J. C. Boyle Reservoir
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2855 Telegraph Avenue, Suite 400, Berkeley, CA 94705, Phone (510) 848-8098, Fax (510) 848-8398

Memorandum

Date: September 13, 2006
To:
Dennis Gathard, Gathard Engineering Consulting, Seattle, Washington
From: Yantao Cui, Ph.D., Hydraulic Engineer
Re:
Klamath River Dam Removal – Reevaluation of Stillwater 2004 Preliminary Simulation
Results

1. Introduction
In May 2005 Stillwater Sciences submitted a technical report titled “A preliminary evaluation of the
potential downstream sediment deposition following the removal of Iron Gate, Copco, and J.C. Boyle
Dams, Klamath River, CA” to American Rivers (Stillwater Sciences 2004), which detailed the
assumptions, analysis, and conclusions regarding potential sediment deposition downstream of Iron Gate
Dam following dam removal. Due to the limited information available at the time of that study and the
objectives of the analysis, several “worst-case-scenario” assumptions were employed so that the predicted
thickness of sediment deposition downstream of Iron Gate Dam following dam removal reflects the
maximum possible thickness of deposited sediment.
This memorandum reexamines the assumptions made during the 2004 analysis in comparison with the
most recent estimate of sediment release following dam removal to determine if the predicted thickness of
sediment deposit downstream of Iron Gate Dam presented in Stillwater Sciences (2004) can still be
viewed as the worst-case-scenario estimate. This memorandum, however, does not provide reviews to the
proposed dam removal alternative and the estimated sediment release associated with the dam removal
alternative.

2. Most recent estimate of sediment release following dam removal
The most recent estimate of sediment release following dam removal was provided by Mr. Dennis
Gathard on September 6, 2006 via e-mail and telephone conversations. Mr. Gathard’s estimate was based
on information acquired through drilling and a proposed dam removal scenario briefly described below:
♦ Remove Copco 2 first. There is little sediment in the reservoir, so it does not need to be
accounted for.
♦ Lower J.C. Boyle Reservoir and begin dam removal.
♦ Drill holes in the base of Copco 1 to provide a low-level outlet. The hole would be sized to
control the rate of reservoir lowering. The average rate of reservoir lowering is assumed to be 1
ft/day.
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♦ Lower Iron Gate Reservoir through the low-level tunnel at a rate of approximately 1 ft/day
simultaneously with the lowering of Copco 1 Reservoir.
♦ Begin lowering the reservoirs sometime in the fall. Once the reservoirs reach their lowest levels,
which is projected to take a maximum of 120 days, the demolition work on dam removal would
begin. Copco will be removed completely, which may take 3 to 4 months if blasting and drilling
methods are used. The removal of Iron Gate will take longer, but can be removed completely
with the protection of a coffer dam.
♦ Remove the coffer dam above the Iron Gate Dam site approximately 1 year after the start of the
removal process that would release the sediment still trapped behind the coffer dam.
♦ For calculating sediment release, Mr. Gathard assumed 200-ft-wide channels with 1:10 (V:H)
side slopes in both Copco 1 and Iron Gate reservoirs.
Mr. Gathard estimated that the removal of Copco 1 will result in the release of 98,000 cubic yards of
gravel, 419,000 cubic yards of sand, and 1,717,000 cubic yards of silt and clay, which will be distributed
across the width of the Iron Gate Reservoir. Independent of the sediment released from the removal of
Copco 1, Mr. Gathard estimated that the removal of Iron Gate will result in the release of 220,000 cubic
yards of gravel, 451,000 cubic yards of sand, and 2,234,000 cubic yards of silt and clay. Mr. Gathard
reasoned that because the estimated sediment release from Iron Gate Reservoir, without considering the
sediment from the removal of Copco 1, represents 34% of the total sediment deposit in Iron Gate
Reservoir, approximately 34% of the sediment released from Copco 1 will continue to transport
downstream of Iron Gate Dam during and following Iron Gate Dam removal while the residual 66%
would remain stored in Iron Gate Reservoir in the remnant terraces and other storage units. A brief
summary of Mr. Gathard’s estimate is provided below in Table 1.
Table 1. Estimated sediment release (in 103 yd3) following dam removal provided by Mr. Dennis
Gathard (personal communication)
Gravel Sand
Sediment release to Iron Gate Reservoir from the removal of
Copco 1
Copco 1 sediment that can transport to downstream of Iron Gate
Dam following Iron Gate Dam removal (34% of row 2)
Release of the Iron Gate Reservoir sediment following Iron Gate
Dam removal
Total sediment release to downstream of Iron Gate Dam site
following Iron Gate Dam removal (sum of rows 3 and 4)

Silt/Clay

Total

98

419

1,717

2,234

33

142

584

759

220

451

2,340

3,011

253

593

2,924

3,770

3. Comparison of the recent estimate of sediment release with 2004 analysis
The Stillwater Sciences (2004) analysis employed DREAM-1, one of the Dam Removal Express
Assessment Models (Cui et al. 2006a,b), to simulate the potential sediment deposition downstream of Iron
Gate Dam under a few worst-case-scenario assumptions that encouraged sediment deposition following
dam removal. Here we only reexamine the assumptions with regard to sediment volume and grain size
distribution, and compare those assumptions against the most recent estimate provided by Mr. Gathard
and briefly discussed above in Section 2. Other worst-case-scenario assumptions made during the 2004
study and the details of the results can be found in the original reference (Stillwater Sciences 2004).
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The modeling conducted in Stillwater Sciences (2004) assumed certain spatial distributions of sediment
deposit thickness to allow for the flow to carve a channel through the sediment deposit following the rules
set forth in DREAM-1, thus no explicit volume of sediment release was imposed on the model runs. A
rough estimate of the volume of sediment released during and following dam removal predicted in the
Stillwater Sciences (2004) modeling is described below, based on the understanding of DREAM-1 and
information provided in the original report.
♦ The model assumed a trapezoidal channel with a bottom width of 150 ft and the default bank
slope angle of 35° (Cui et al. 2006a). For simplicity, Stillwater Sciences (2004) provided an
estimate based on a 150-ft-wide rectangular channel (i.e., assumes a slightly smaller cross
section, and provides a volume estimate of sediment release that is slightly smaller than used in
Stillwater Sciences 2004 modeling). Using the rectangular-channel assumption, a total of
3,400,000 cubic yards of sediment would be released downstream following the removal of Iron
Gate Dam, of which 1,600,000 cubic yards are Iron Gates Reservoir sediment deposits, and
1,800,000 cubic yards are Copco 1 Reservoir sediment deposits (based on Table 5 on Page 8 in
Stillwater Sciences 2004).
♦ For the 1,600,000 cubic yards released from Iron Gate Reservoir, the modeling assumed 30%
sand and gravel and 70% silt and clay; for the 1,800,000 cubic yards released from Copco 1
Reservoir, the modeling assumed 5% sand and gravel and 95% silt and clay (based on the second
bullet on Page 11 in Stillwater Sciences 2004).
♦ The sand and gravel was assumed to have a median size of 2.1 mm for modeling purposes (based
on Figure 21 on Page 28 in Stillwater Sciences 2004), all of which was allowed to be released
downstream unsorted during and following the removal of Iron Gate Dam, which can potentially
be deposited in the downstream reach.
Based on the above information, an approximation of the volume of sediment released, as simulated in the
Stillwater Sciences (2004) modeling analysis, is given below in Table 2. As noted previously, the
estimated volume in Table 2 should be slightly smaller than the simulated sediment release in Stillwater
Sciences (2004) worst-case-scenario modeling exercise.
Table 2. An estimate of sediment released (in 103 yd3) following dam removal in the preliminary
analysis of Stillwater Sciences (2004)
Sand and
gravela

Silt/Clayb Total

Copco 1 sediment that transports to downstream of Iron Gate
90
1,710
1,800
Dam following Iron Gate Dam removal
Release of the Iron Gate Reservoir sediment following Iron
480
1,120
1,600
Gate Dam removal
Total sediment release to downstream of Iron Gate Dam site
570
2,830
3,400
following Iron Gate Dam removal (sum of rows 3 and 4)
a. All of the sediment in the sand and gravel range was assumed to be released downstream
simultaneously without sorting during and following dam removal as a worst-case-scenario
assumption of the modeling exercise.
b. Assumed to be transported downstream as suspended sediment without re-deposition.
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In comparing the numbers in Tables 1 and 2, it is important to note that the initial sediment transport that
can potentially result in sediment deposition downstream of Iron Gate Dam will in fact be particles
primarily in sand range, because the gravel components is less mobile and so its transport will lag by a
significant, although difficult-to-quantify, degree, and silt and clay will be transported downstream as
suspended load without deposition. Thus, initial sediment deposition during Iron Gate Dam removal and
immediately following the removal of the Iron Gate cofferdam in the following year should
overwhelmingly comprise only the 593,000 cubic yards of sand in Table 1. This is the volume of
sediment that we expect to potentially result in significant sediment deposition. For the Stillwater
Sciences (2004) analysis, it is important to realize that the modeling did not directly simulate what would
be most likely to occur following dam removal. Instead, the modeling provided an estimate of what
might be the maximum downstream deposition that could potentially occur following dam removal under
a few worst-case-scenario assumptions. One of these worst-case-scenario assumptions was that both sand
and gravel would be transported downstream simultaneously as an unsorted mix during and following
dam removal. Comparing Tables 1 and 2, it can be found that the combined gravel and sand release in
Mr. Gathard’s most recent estimate is 846,000 cubic yards, which is approximately 50% higher than the
gravel and sand volume used in the Stillwater Sciences (2004) simulation. However, because the gravel
will be transported downstream lagging behind sand, the amount of sediment released during Iron Gate
Dam removal and immediately following the removal of the Iron Gate cofferdam will constitute primarily
sand, or 593,000 cubic yards from Mr. Gathard’s estimate in Table 1. This estimate is almost identical to
the 570,000 cubic yards of sediment release used in the Stillwater Sciences (2004) modeling, as
summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison of the volume and grain size of sediment release during Iron Gate Dam
removal and immediately following Iron Gate cofferdam removal

Mr. Gathard's most recent estimate
Stillwater Sciences (2004) worst-case-scenario modeling

Volume
(103 cubic yards)
593
570

Median Size
~ < 1 mm
2.1 mm

In addition to the comparable volumes of predicted released sediment in Mr. Gathard’s most recent
estimate and Stillwater Sciences (2004) modeling for the period that includes Iron Gate Dam removal and
immediately following the removal of the Iron Gate coffer dam, the median size used for the Stillwater
Sciences (2004) modeling is significantly coarser than the actual grain size of the sediment most likely to
be released during this period of the project. This assumption makes the modeling results even more
conservative in terms of downstream sediment deposition, because there would have been less sediment
deposition predicted in Stillwater Sciences (2004) modeling if a finer grain size was used.
To briefly summarize, the volume of sediment release assumed in Stillwater Sciences (2004) modeling is
almost identical to Mr. Gathard’s estimated sediment release for the period of Iron Gate Dam removal and
immediately following the removal of the Iron Gate coffer dam; and the Stillwater Sciences (2004)
modeling assumed a coarser sediment release during this period, further ensuring the conservativeness of
that modeling. With that, we conclude that the Stillwater Sciences (2004) modeling results can still be
viewed as worst-case-scenario results in terms of downstream sediment deposition. The above conclusion
is made independent of several other worst-case-scenario assumptions made for the Stillwater Sciences
(2004) modeling, which further ensure that the Stillwater Sciences (2004) results remain to be worst-casescenario estimate. It can be expected that some or all of the worst-case-scenario assumptions can
potentially be reexamined if new information that favors downstream sediment deposition is discovered.
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
Washington, DC 20240
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~~

TAKE PRID~
INAMERICA

June 13, 2005

Mr. Douglas Bosco, Chainnan
California Coastal Conservancy
Attention: Mr. Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Avenue, 11thFloor
Oakland, California 94612
Dear Mr. Bosco:
The U.S. Department of the Interior is writing to recommend that the California Coastal Conservancy
support funding for the proposed study of sediments trapped by Klamath River dams. Klamath River
dams operated by PacifiCorp block salmon, steelhead and other anadromous fish from reaching more
than 300 miles of historic spawning and rearing habitat in the upper Klamath Basin. The Department
is participating in relicensing proceedings before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and in
confidential discussions on whether and under what conditions the Klamath hydropower project
should be relicensed.
The Department has made working towards long-tenn solutions in the Klamath Basin a priority, and
committed significant resources to that effort. In 2002, President Bush created the Klamath River
Basin Federal Working Group, which includes the Secretaries of the Departments of the Interior,
Agriculture, and Commerce, and the Chainnan of the Council on Environmental Quality. In 2004,
the Department joined with the Departments of Agriculture and Commerce, and the States of
California and Oregon in signing the Klamath River Watershed Coordination Agreement, which
targeted efforts to address complex environmental, tribal, and agricultural Klamath Basin issues.
Recent presidential budget initiatives have led to unprecedented investments in habitat restoration
and water management and improvement projects and programs for the Klamath River Basin to help
Klamath communities restore their watershed and avoid future water supply crises.
By funding the proposed study, the California Coastal Conservancy would be providing key
infonnation on sediments and helping fill an important infonnation gap. These, in turn, will aid in
basin-wide decision making. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

RECEIVED
JUN 1 6 2005
COASTALCONSERVANC~
OAKLAND,CALIF.

William D. Bettenberg
Director, Office of Policy Analysis
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Doug Bosco, Chainnan
California Coastal Conservancy
1330 Broadway Ave., 11thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
Dear Mr. Bosco:
I am writing in support of the California Coastal Conservancy proposal to study the composition
of sediments trapped by Klamath River dams operated by PacificCorp.
The PacificCorp hyrdro power project is undergoing relicensing with the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC). The hydropower dams they operate on the lower Klamath
River block access to over 300 miles of historic spawning habitat for salmon, steelhead and other
anadromous fish. Removal of the dams could have a significant impact on anadromous fisheries.
Because decision makers in the FERC proceeding lack the information necessary to detennine
whether removing the dams are feasible, the proposed sediment study wouJdprovide extremely
valuable information. The study would assess the character of the sediments and help to
determine how to manage the sediments followjng dam removal.
The Klamath River was formerly one of the most productive salmon rivers in the Pacific
Northwest. The FERC proceeding presents an historic opportunity to review the impact of dam
removal. Confidential negotiations among the key stakeholders are underway to help reach a
settlement agreement on whether or not the hydropower project should be re-licensed. The
Coastal Conservancy sediment study would provide essential information at a critical juncture in
the negotiations.
The proposal enjoys widespread support and I urge the Conservancy's favorable consideration.
Sincerely,

MIKE THOMPSON
Member of Congress
MT:lm
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June 8, 2005

Douglas Bosco, Chair
California Coastal Conservancy
ATIN: Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Ave., 11thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
Dear Mr. Bosco;
As the Senator for California's Second Senate District, I am writing to urge the California Coastal
Conservancy to actively support the proposed study of sediments trapped by the dams on the Klamath
River.
Once, one ofthe most productive salmon rivers in the lower 48 states, the Klamath River sustained
thousands of fishing jobs in Northern California and Southern Oregon. The Klamath salmon harvests
also supported the health, culture and livelihoods of Native American tribes from the coast to the upper
Klamath basin, some 250 miles inland. Because Klamath salmon spend up to three years in the ocean,
they are also part of a healthy ocean ecosystem. Today, Klamath salmon populations have fallen to less
than 10 percent of historic numbers, with devastating consequences for tribes and coastal fishing
communities.
PacifiCorp's Klamath River dams block salmon, steelhead and other anadromous fish from reaching more
than 300 miles of historic habitat in the upper basin. The possibility of removing Klamath River dams as
a means of restoring Klamath salmon populations has been a topic of consideration in the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) relicensing proceeding for these dams since 2000. I understand that
FERC has completed scoping for its Environmental Impact Statement for the project and expects to issue
a relicensing decision in December 2006.
I believe strongly that decision-makers in the FERC proceeding do not have adequate information to
determine the feasibility of removing Klamath dams. The most significant gap in understanding the issue
is the physical and chemical nature of the reservc,irsediments. The proposed study would directly
address this gap and would provide decision-makers information that is critical to determining whether
removing Klamath dams is advisable.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

tJ,(4
WESL
State Senat

RECEIVED

CtJv--SBRO

JUN 1 3 2005

Second District

GOASTALCONSERVANCY
OAKLAND,CALIF.
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June 9, 2005
Mr. Douglas Bosco, Chair
California Coastal Conservancy
ATTN: Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Ave., 11thFlooT
Oakland, CA 94612
Dear Mr..'~o:

c.,....

APPROPRIATIONS
HEAl..TH

U~

As a stakeholder in the ongoing relicensing proceeding for PacifiCorp's Klamath River
dams, I am writing to urge the California Coastal Conservancy to support the proposed
study of sediments trapped by the dams.
The Klamath River used to be one ofthe most productive sahnon rivers in the Pacific
Northwest. The historic range of salmon abundance for the Klamath~Trinity River system
is estimated at 650,000 to one million fisb. This fishery sustained thousands offishing
jobs in nortbem California and southern Oregon, and supported the health, culture and
livelihoods of Native American tribes from the coast to the upper Klamath basin, some
250 miles inland. Because Klamath salmon spend up to three years in the ocean, they are
also part of a healthy ocean ecosystem. Today, Klamath salmon populations have fallen
to less than 10 percent of historic numbers, with devastating consequences for tribes and
coastal fishing communities. In fact, while the Sacramento River is expected to see a
record number of salmon return this year, the Pacific Fishery Management Council
recently cut harvest levels for all salmon by up to 50 percent in ports from Half Moon
Bay California to Coos Bay Oregon because of the precarious state of Klamath sahnon
stocks. These cuts could cause a loss of more than $100 million to the commercial
fishing industry, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is
considering declaring an economic disaster as a result.
.

The Klamath River Project darns, owned by PacifiCorp, block salmon, steelhead and
other anadromous fish from reaching more than 300 riles of historic habitat in the upper
basin. The possibility of removing Klamath Rjver dams as a means of restoring Klamath
salmon populations has been a topic of consideration in the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) relicensing proceeding for these dams since 2000. FERC has
completed scoping for its Envjronmental Impact Statement for the project, which will
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assess retiring some or all hydro developments and potential operational changes. and
expects to issue a relicensing decision in December 2006.
Decision-makers in the FERC proceeding do not have adequate infounation to determine
the feasibility of removing Klamath dams. The most significant gap in understanding the
issue is the physical and chemical nature of the reservoir sediments. The character of the
sedimeots will determine what sediment management approach would be required. which
could dramatically affect the potential costs of dam removal. The proposed study would
directly address this gap and would provide decision-makers information that is critical to
determining whetheTremoving Klamath dams is advisable.
In addition, confidential negotiations involving all key stakeholders in the Klamath basin
are underway, with the aim of reaching a settlement agreement on whether and under
what conditions the Klamath hydropower project should be relicensed. If funded by the
Coastal Conservancy, the proposed sediment study would provide information essential
to reaching agreement at a critical juncture jo negotiations. Without funding from the
Coastal ConseTVancy,it is highly likely this infonnation would never be developed.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

\)d1jav.f
Patty Berg, Assembly member
1sl District
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June 7, 2005

Douglas Bosco, Chair
California Coastal Conservancy
1330 Broadway Avenue, 11thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
ATTN:

Michael Bowen

Dear Chair Bosco:

As a stakeholder in the ongoing relicensing proceedings for PacifiCorp's Klamath River dams, the
Humboldt County Board of Supervisors, urges the California Coastal Conservancy to support funding for
the proposed study of sediments trapped by Klamath River dams.
The Klamath River was once one of the most productive salmon rivers in the Pacific Northwest and has
sustained thousands of fishing jobs throughout northern California and southern Oregon. Klamath salmon
also supported the health, culture and livelihoods of Native American tribes from the coast to the upper
Klamath basin, some 250 miles inland. As anadromous fish, Klamath salmon spend up to three years in the
ocean, they contribute to a healthy ocean ecosystem. Today, Klamath salmon populations have plunged to
less than 10 percent of historic numbers, and this has had devastating consequences for tribes and coastal
fishing communities. In contrast to the Sacramento River's projected record number of returning salmon
this year, the Pacific Fishery Management Council reduced harvest levels for all salmon by up to 50
percent in ports from Half Moon Bay, California to Coos Bay, Oregon because of the precarious state of
Klamath salmon stocks. These cuts represent an economic loss of more that $100 million to the Northcoast
commercial fishing industry alone, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is
considering declaring an economic disaster as a result.
Klamath River dams, operated by PacifiCorp, block salmon, steelhead and other anadromous fish from
reaching more than 300 miles of historic spawning and rearing habitat in the upper Klamath Basin.
Potential removal of Klamath River dams as a means of restoring Klamath salmon populations has been a
topic of consideration in the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's (FERC) current relicensing
proceedings. FERC has completed scoping for its Environmental Impact Statement for the project, which
will assess retiring some or all hydroelectric developments and potential operational changes, and expects
to issue a relicensing decision in December 2006.

u __ ____
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Decision-makers in the FERC proceedings lack sufficient information to determine the feasibility of
removing Klamath dams. The most significant gap is determining the physical and chemical nature of the
accumulated reservoir sediments. The character of the sediments will determine what sediment
management approach would be required, which could dramatically affect the potential costs of dam
removal. The proposed study would directly address this gap and would provide decision-makers
information that is critical to determining whether removing Klamath dams is advisable.
In addition, confidential negotiations through the PacifiCorp Klamath Project Settlement Negotiation
Group, involving key stakeholders in the Klamath basin, are underway. Their goal is to reach a settlement
agreement on whether and under what conditions the Klamath hydropower project should be relicensed.
Funding by the Coastal Conservancy of the proposed sediment study would provide information essential
to reaching agreement at a critical juncture in negotiations.
Thank you for your consideration of our request.

~A~

Roger Rodoni, Chair
Humboldt County Board of Supervisors
RRJkr

RECEIVED
JUN 1 3 2005
COASTALCONSERVANCY
OAKLAND,CALIF.
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Post Office Box 1027

·

Klamath, CA 95548

June 9, 2005
Douglas Bosco, Chair
Coastal Conservancy
ATIN: Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Ave., 11thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
Dear Mr. Bosco:
As a Tribal government participating in the ongoing relicensing proceeding for PacifiCorp's
Klamath River dams, I am writing to urge the California Coastal Conservancy to support the

proposedstudy of sedimentstrappedby the dams.

.

Klamath salmon have supported the health, culture and livelihoods of the Yurok Tribe since time
immemorial. Today, Klamath salmon populations have fallen to less than 10 percent of historic
numbers, with devastating consequences for tribes and coastal fishing communities. In fact, this
year in the Klamath, the allocation for the tribal fishery is far from meeting the subsistence needs
of the Yurok people and no tribal commercial harvest is expected.
PacifiCorp's Klamath River dams block salmon, steelhead and other anadromous fish from
reaching more than 300 miles of historic habitat in the upper basin. The possibility of removing
Klamath River dams as a means of restoring Klamath salmon populations has been a topic of
consideration in the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) relicensing proceeding for
these dams since 2000. FERC has completed scoping for its Environmental Impact Statement
for the project, which will assess retiring some or all hydro developments and potential
operational changes, and expects to issue a relicensing decision in December 2006.
Decision-makers in the FERC proceeding do not have adequate information to determine the
feasibility of removing Klamath dams. The most significant gap in understanding the issue is the
physical and chemical nature of the reservoir sediments. The character of the sediments will
detennine what sediment management approach would be required, which could dramatically
affect the potential costs of dam removal. The proposed study would directly address this gap
and would provide decision-makers information that is critical to determining whether removing
Klamath dams is advisable.
As you are likely aware, the Coastal Conservancy and the Yurok Tribe have enjoyed an
innovative and productive partnership since 1996. As part of the Lower Klamath River
Partnership, the Conservancy, Yurok Tribe, Green Diamond Resources (formerly Simpson) and
a host of other federal and state agencies have conducted extensive planning, assessment and
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restoration of the Lower Klamath coastal tributaries. We feel that in order for this effort to
continue producing positive results into the future, the Conservancy should take this opportunity
to support this multi-stakeholder effort in addressing solutions for the mainstem Klamath. The
Tribe would also like to emphasize the time-critical importance of the proposed study. The
FERC is scheduled to make its decision by next year. We would strongly urge that the
Conservancy, should it decide to fund this critical study, expedite its contracting process with as
little administrative burden as possible.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

~::i~:ra~
Chairperson, Yurok Tribe
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Hoopa Valley Tribal Council
HOOPA

VALLEY

TRIBE

Regular Meetings on the Firstand ThirdThursday of Each Month
P.O. Box 1348 · HOOPA,CALIFORNIA95546 · Phone 625-4211 · Fax 625-4594

June 7, 2005

Clifford Lyle Marshall
Chairman

Douglas Bosco, Chair
Coastal Conservancy
ATTN: Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Ave., 11thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
Dear Mr. Bosco:

As a stakeholder in the ongoing re1icensingproceeding for PacifiCorp's Klamath River dams, the
Hoopa Valley Tribe, a federally recognized sovereign Indian Tribe is writing to urge the
California Coastal Conservancy to support funding for the proposed study of sediments trapped
by Klamath River dams.
The Klamath River was once one of the most productive salmon rivers on the West Coast, and
sustained thousands of fishing jobs throughout northern California and southern Oregon.
Klamath salmon also supported the health, culture and livelihoods of Native American tribes
from the coast to the upper Klamath basin, some 250 miles inland. Because Klamath salmon
spend up to three years in the ocean, they contribute to a healthy ocean ecosystem. Today,
Klamath salmon populations have plunged to less than 10 percent of historic numbers, and this
has had devastating consequences for tribes and coastal fishing communities. In fact, while the
Sacramento River is expected to see a record number of returning salmon this year, the Pacific
Fishery Management Council reduced harvest levels for all salmon by up to 50 percent in ports
from Half Moon Bay California to Coos Bay Oregon because of the vulnerable Klamath salmon
stocks mix in the ocean with populations from other rivers. These cuts represent an economic
loss of more than $100 millior! to the northcoast commercial fishing industry alone, and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is considering declaring an economic disaster
as a result.
Klamath River dams operated by PacifiCorp block salmon, steelhead and other anadromous fish
from reaching more than 300 miles of historic spawning and rearing habitat in the upper Klamath
basin. Potential removal of Klamath River dams as a means of restoring Klamath salmon
populations has been a topic of consideration in the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) relicensing proceeding for these dams since 2000. FERC has completed scoping for its
Environmental Impact Statement for the project, which will assess retiring some or all
hydroelectric facilities and potential operational changes, and expects to issue a relicensing
decision in December 2006.
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Decision-makers in the FERC proceeding lack sufficient information to determine the feasibility
of removing Klamath dams. The most significant gap is determining the physical and chemical
nature of the accumulated reservoir sediments. The character of the sediments will determine
what approach would be required to manage sediments, which could dramatically affect the
potential costs of dam removal. The proposed study would directly address this gap and would
provide decision-makers information that is critical to determining whether removing Klamath
dams is advisable.
In addition, confidential negotiations involving key stakeholders in the Klamath basin are
underway, with the aim of reaching a settlement agreement on whether and under what
conditions the Klamath hydropower project should be relicensed. If funded by the Coastal
Conservancy, the proposed sediment study would provide information essential to reaching
agreement at a critical juncture in negotiations. Without funding from the Coastal Conservancy,
it is highly unlikely this information would ever be developed.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

~~e-IJ~

Chairman Clifford Lyle Marshall
Hoopa Valley Tribal Council

RECEIVED
JUN 1 3 Z005
~UASTAl CONSERVANC~
OAKLAND,CALIF.
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Karuk Tribe of California
Department of Natural Resources
Post Office Box 282
Orleans, CA 95556
(530) 627-3446 Fax (530) 627-3448

Administrative Office
Post Office Box 1016
Happy Camp, CA 96039
(530) 493-5305 Fax (530) 493-5322

"'~~AI
iJ.
Karuk Tribal Health Clinic

Post Office Drawer 249
Orleans, CA 95556
(530) 627-3452 Fax (530) 627-3445

June 3, 2005
Douglas Bosco, Chairman
California Coastal Conservancy
ATIN: Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Ave., 11thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
Dear Mr. Bosco:

Although the Karuk Tribe is considered a stakeholder in the on going Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) relicencing proceedings, we are a Federally Recognized Indian Tribe;
therefore, we consider our participation and involvement in Klamath River issues to be more
than that of a stakeholder, but rather as a Federal Trust Responsibility. As you may know the
Karuk Tribes Ancestral Territory is locate directly down river from Iron Gate Dam and as a
result has suffered greatly from operations of the Klamath Hydroelectric Project. The Karuk
Tribe has been an active participant in the traditional FERC relicencing proceedings and has
taken a strong position regarding the need for dam decommissioning. Although we firmly
believe that decommissioning is an essential component of the restoration of Klamath River
fisheries, we also believe that our position must be grounded in sound science. In order to
provide a key scientific component to validate our position, we are writing to urge the California
Coastal Conservancy to support funding for the proposed study of sediments trapped by Klamath
River dams.
The Klamath River once supported the third largest salmon run in North America. Klamath
salmon also supported the health, culture and livelihoods of the Karuk, Yurok, Hoopa and
Klamath Tribes. Because Klamath salmon spend up to three years in the ocean, they contribute
to a healthy ocean ecosystem. The Klamath River salmon sustained thousands of fishing jobs
throughout northern California and southern Oregon. Today, Klamath River Fall Chinook
salmon populations have plunged to less than 8 percent of historic numbers, and Coho Salmon
are only 1 percent of pre-dam populations; this loss in the salmon population has had devastating
consequences for tribes and coastal fishing communities.
In fact, while the Sacramento River is expected to see a record number of returning salmon this
year, the Pacific Fishery Management Council reduced harvest levels for all salmon by up to 50
percent in ports from Half Moon Bay, California to Coos Bay, Oregon because of the vulnerable
Klamath salmon stocks mix in the ocean with populations from other rivers. These cuts
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represent an economic loss of more than $100 million to the northcoast commercial fishing
industry alone, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is considering
declaring an economic disaster as a result.
Klamath River dams operated by PacifiCorp block salmon, steelhead and other anadromous fish
from reaching more than 300 miles of historic spawning and rearing habitat in the upper Klamath
basin. Potential removal of Klamath River dams as a means of restoring Klamath salmon
populations has been a topic of consideration in the FERC relicensing proceeding for these dams
since 2000. FERC has completed scoping for its Environmental Impact Statement for the
project, which will assess retiring some or all hydroelectric facilities and potential operational
changes, and expects to issue a relicensing decision in December 2006.
Decision-makers in the FERC proceeding lack sufficient information to determine the feasibility
of removing Klamath dams. The most significant gap is determining the physical and chemical
nature of the accumulated reservoir sediments. The character of the sediments will determine
what approach would be required to manage sediments, which could dramatically affect the
potential costs of dam removal. The proposed study would directly address this gap and would
provide decision-makers information that is critical to determining whether removing Klamath
dams is advisable.
In addition, confidential negotiations involving key stakeholders in the Klamath basin are
underway, with the aim of reaching a settlement agreement on whether and under what
conditions the Klamath hydropower project should be relicensed. If funded by the Coastal
Conservancy, the proposed sediment study would provide information essential to reaching
agreement at a critical juncture in negotiations. Without funding from the Coastal Conservancy,
it is highly unlikely this information will ever be developed.
The Karuk Tribe would appreciate the California Coastal Conservancy to support funding for the
proposed study of sediments trapped by Klamath River dams. Thank you for your consideration
of this request. If you have and questions or concerns please feel free to contact me at (530) 6273446 ext. 13 or stripp@karuk.us.

RECEIVED
/'

JUN 14 2005
COASTALCONSERVANCY
OAKLAND,CALIF.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Dceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONALMARINEFISHERIESSERVICE

Southwest Region
501 West Ocean Boulevard, Suite 4200
Long Beach, California 90802- 4213

JUN 9 2005

150304SWR02SR8505 :DKW

Douglas Bosco
Chair
California Coastal Conservancy
ATTN: Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Ave., II thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
Dear Mr. Bosco:

This concerns the ongoing relicensing proceeding for PacifiCorp's Klamath Hydroelectric
Project dams. An important goal of NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service is to ensure that
the processes of negotiation, public disclosure and environmental review will result in decisions
that provide for full and adequate protection, mitigation and enhancement of anadromous fish
and other resources affected by the Klamath Hydroelectric Project. Accordingly, I am writing to
urge the California Coastal Conservancy to support the proposed study of sediments trapped by
the dams.
The Klamath River was formerly one ofthe most productive salmon rivers in the lower 48 states
and sustained thousands of fishing jobs in northern California and southern Oregon. Estimates
put the historical range of salmon abundance for the Klamath-Trinity River system at 650,000 to
I million returning adults. Because Klamath salmon spend up to three years in the ocean, they
are also part of a healthy ocean ecosystem. Today, Klamath salmon populations have fallen to
less than 10 percent of historic numbers, with devastating consequences for tribes and coastal
fishing communities. In fact, the Pacific Fishery Management Council recently cut harvest
levels for all salmon by up to 50 percent in ports ITomHalf Moon Bay, California to Coos Bay,
Oregon because of the precarious state of Klamath salmon stocks.
PacifiCorp's Klamath River dams block salmon, steelhead and other anadromous fish ITom
reaching more than 300 miles of historic habitat in the upper basin. The possibility of removing
Klamath River dams as a means of restoring Klamath salmon populations has been a topic of
consideration in the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) relicensing proceeding for
these dams since 2000. FERC has completed scoping for its Environmental Impact Statement
for the project, which will assess retiring some or all hydro developments and potential
operational changes, and expects to issue a relicensing decision in December 2006.
Decision-makers in the FERC proceeding do not have information for a full consideration of
relevant resource issues associated with removing Klamath dams. The most significant gap in
understanding these issues is the physical and chemical nature of the reservoir sediments. The
character of the sediments will determine what sediment management approach would be
required, which could dramatically affect the potential costs of dam removal. The proposed
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study would directly address this gap and would provide decision-makers information to assist in
determining whether removing Klamath dams is advisable.
In addition, confidential negotiations involving all key stakeholders in the Klamath basin are
underway, with the aim of reaching a settlement agreement on whether and under what
conditions the Klamath hydropower project should be relicensed. If funded by the California
Coastal Conservancy, the proposed sediment study would provide important information for
reaching agreement at a critical point in the negotiations. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Valerie L. Chambers
Assistant Regional Administrator
for Habitat Conservation

RECEIVED
JUN 1 3 2005
COASTAL CONSERVANL

OAKLAND.CALIF.
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Governor

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
45 FREMONT STREET, SUITE 2000
SAN FRANCISCO, CA

94105-2219

VOICE AND TOO (415) 904-5200

June 6, 2005

Mike Chrisman, Secretary
Resources Agency
1416 Ninth Street, Room 1311
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Secretary Chrisman:
I am writing to urge the California Ocean Protection Council to support the proposed study of
sediments trapped by the dams on the Klamath River.
The Klamath River used to be one of the most productive salmon rivers in the lower 48 states
and sustained thousands of fishing jobs in northern California and southern Oregon. Klamath
salmon also supported the health, culture and livelihoods of Native American tribes from the
coast to the upper Klamath basin, some 250 miles inland. Because Klamath salmon spend up
to three years in the ocean, they are also part of a healthy ocean ecosystem. Today, Klamath
salmon populations have fallen to less than 10 percent of historic numbers, with devastating
consequences for tribes and coastal fishing communities. In fact, while the Sacramento River
is expected to see a record number of salmon return this year, the Pacific Fishery Management
Council recently cut harvest levels for all salmon by up to 50 percent in ports from Half Moon
Bay California to Coos Bay Oregon because of the precarious state of Klamath salmon stocks.
These cuts could cause a loss of more than $100 million to the commercial fishing industry,
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is considering declaring an
economic disaster as a result.
PacifiCorp's Klamath River dams block salmon, steelhead and other anadromous fish from
reaching more than 300 miles of historic habitat in the upper basin. The possibility of
removing Klamath River dams as a means of restoring Klamath salmon populations has been
a topic of consideration in the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) re-licensing
proceeding for these dams since 2000. FERC has completed scoping for its Environmental
Impact Statement for the project, which will assess retiring some or all hydro developments
and potential operational changes, and expects to issue a re-licensing decision in December
2006.
Decision-makers in the FERC proceeding do not have adequate information to determine the
feasibility of removing Klamath dams. The most significant gap in understanding the issue is
the physical and chemical nature of the reservoir sediments. The character of the sediments
will determine what sediment management approach would be required, which could
dramatically affect the potential costs of dam removal. The proposed study would directly
address this gap and would provide decision-makers information that is critical to determining
whether removing Klamath dams is advisable.
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Secretary Mike Chrisman
June 6, 2005
Page 2

In addition, confidential negotiations involving all key stakeholders in the Klamath basin are
underway, with the aim of reaching a settlement agreement on whether and under what
conditions the Klamath hydropower project should be relicensed. If funded by the Coastal
Conservancy, the proposed sediment study would provide information essential to reaching
agreement at a critical juncture in negotiations. Without funding from the Coastal
Conservancy, it is highly likely this information would never be developed.
Thank you for your consideration.

RECEIVED
CC:

Doug Bosco, California Coastal Conservancy
Sam Schuchat, California Coastal Conservancy
Michael Bowen, California Coastal Conservancy
Bob Merrill, California Coastal Commission

JUN 0 8 2005
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The Resources Agency

Memorandum
To:

Mr. Douglas Bosco, Chair
California Coastal Conservancy
1330 Broadway Avenue, 11th Floor
Oakland, CA 94612

Date:

June 8, 2005

ATTENTION Mr. Michael Bowen

From:

L. RYAN BRODDRICK, Director \ \.!t\Ih.
Department of Fish and Game

~

1416 9th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Subject:Memorandum of Support, Proposed Sediment Study, Within and Downstream of
PacifiCorp's Klamath River Hydroelectric Project

I am writing to express the California Department of Fish and Game's (DFG)
support for the timely funding and implementation of the proposed sediment study within
and downstream of PacifiCorp's Klamath River Hydro Electric Project.
PacifiCorp owns and operates a major hydroelectric project on the Klamath River in
Northern California and Southern Oregon which includes 5 dams and 5 reservoirs on the
main stem Klamath River. Currently, the DFG is consulting with PacifiCorp and numerous
other stakeholders in an effort to craft balanced conditions for a new project license. In
addition, with the aim of reaching a settlement agreement on the future of the Klamath
hydropower project, confidential negotiations involving all key stakeholders in the Klamath
basin are underway. A fundamental step in the relicensing and negotiation process is
gathering site specific information to document current impacts of the hydroelectric project
and predict the likely consequences of various alternatives.
One critical data gap that has not been addressed to date involves the quantity and
quality of sediment stored behind the hydroelectric dams. The character of the stored
sediments will dictate future sediment management options and could dramatically affect
the costs of any alternatives involving dam decommissioning. Throughout this relicensing
process the DFG has emphasized the importance of seriously considering
decommissioning some or all of the PacifiCorp dams to benefit the anadromous fish
resources of northern California and southern Oregon. DFG's analysis of existing
information indicates that decommissioning PacifiCorp's facilities would reestablish access
to hundreds of miles of habitat for salmon and steelhead. However, decision makers .
currently do not have adequate information to evaluate the feasibility of removing some or
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Mr. Douglas Bosco
June 8,2005
Page Two

all of the Klamath dams. The proposal to characterize the physical and chemical nature
of sediments trapped behind PacifiCorp's dams would provide invaluable data for State
and Federal resource agencies responsible for restoring and enhancing native
anadromous species.
In conclusion, the information gained from the proposed sediment studies would
provide essential guidance in developing responsible alternatives for restoring the
anadromous fishery of the Klamath River while minimizing environmental risks and
uncerta!nties. Without funding from the California Coastal Conservancy, this
information may never be developed and dam removal as a salmon restoration strategy
may never receive adequate consideration. Therefore DFG urges the California
Coastal Conservancy to support the proposed study of sediments trapped by the
PacifiCorp dams.
If you have any questions regarding this memorandum of support, please contact
Mr. Donald B. Koch, Regional Manager, Northern California North Coast Region, (530)
225-2300.
cc:

Mr. Donald B. Koch, Regional Manager
Ms. Anne Manji, Environmental Scientist
Department of Fish and Game
601 Locust Street
Redding, CA 96001

RECEIVED
JUN13 Z005
COASTALCONSERVANCY
OAKLAND,CALIF.
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State Water Resources Control Board
Division of Water Rights
Alan C. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Agency Secretary

1001 I Street, 14thFloor + Sacramento, California 95814 + 916.34\.5300
P.O. Box 2000 + Sacramento, California 95812-2000
Fax: 916.34\.5400 + www.waterrights.ca.gov

Arnold Schwarzenegger
Governor

JUN-9.
Douglas Bosco, Chair
Coastal Conservancy
Attn: Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Ave., 11thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
Dear Mr. Bosco:
KLAMATH HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT SEDIMENT STUDY
The Klamath Hydroelectric Project (Project) is currently undergoing relicensing with the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC). PacifiCorp cannot obtain a new license from the FERC until they
obtain water quality certification (section 401 of the Clean Water Act) from the State Water Resources
Control Board (State Water Board). Issuance, or denial of water quality certification is important to
protecting the ben~ficial uses of the Klamath River. The Klamath River was one of the most productive
salmon rivers in the Pacific Northwest. The historic range of salmon abundance for the Klamath-Trinity
River system is estimated at 650,000 to one million fish. This fishery sustained thousands of fishing jobs
in northern California and southern Oregon, and supported the health, culture and livelihoods of Native
American tribes from the coast to the upper Klamath basin, some 250 miles inland. Declines in the
Klamath River fishery can be linked to water quality impairments, including blockage of access to over
300 miles of historic fish habitat upstream of Iron Gate Dam.
The State Water Board will be required to comply with the California Environmental Quality Act prior to
taking action on water quality certification. The State Water Board will be evaluating a range of
alternatives during the environmental review process for the Project including dam removal. The
information generated from the proposed sediment study is critical to evaluating the impact of a dam
removal alternative. At the current time State Water Board staff do not have adequate information to
determine the feasibility ofremoving Project dams. The most significant gap is the quantity and physical
and chemical nature of the reservoir sediments. The character of the sediments will determine what
sediment management approach would be required, and whether dam removal is feasible.
Furthermore, confidential negotiations involving all key stakeholders in the Klamath basin are underway,
with the aim of reaching a settlement agreement on whether and under what conditions the Klamath
Hydropower Project should be relicensed. If funded by the Coastal Conservancy, the proposed sediment
study would provide information essential to reaching agreement at a critical juncture in negotiations.
Without funding [(Omthe Coastal Conservancy, this information may never be developed, or will be
developed too late to support settlement.
Please contact me at (916) 341-5341 if you need more information.
Sincerely,

RECEIVED
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Staff Environmental Scientist

California Environmental Protection Agency
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_ PACIFICORP
June 14,2005

Douglas Bosco, Chairman
California Coastal Conservancy
1330 Broadway, 11thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
Dt:ar Chainnan Bos~o:

It is my understanding that the Conservancy is considering studying the removal ofPacifiCorp's
dams on the Klamath River. I thought it might be helpful if the Conservancy understood
PacifiCorp's position on the proposed dam decommissioning study plan.
PacifiCorp, the owner and operator of the 15I-megawatt Klamath Hydroelectric Project, is one of
the West's leading investor-owned utilities, serving 1.5 million customers in six Western states.
The Klamath Project is a valuable source of clean, renewable power for our customers. As such,
we have a vested interest in the proposed study.
As you may be aware, PacifiCorp is engaged with stakeholders in settlement negotiations as part
of the process of obtaining a new operating license from the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission. Relicensing participants have indicated they believe the results of the proposed
decommissioning study are critical to inform their decision-making. Relicensing participants also
recognize there are many other important questions not addressed in this study plan that would
need to be answered to fully evaluate the benefits and costs of dam removal. It is important to
note that no decision with respect to removal of any of the Klamath dams has been made.
PacifiCorp is not endorsing the study. However, we understand and appreciate other parties'
interest in the study. It is important to us that the study is conducted as objectively and
completely as possible. Therefore, we hope you will consider our request to participate actively
and fully in all aspects of any study effort that might move forward. Given our special status as
project owner, we would like to review the evolving work plans and study results, with access to
data and split samples as they're collected. We look forward to reviewing and providing
comments on study conclusions and recommendations.
Thank you for your consideration of the parties' request. We hope this information has been
helpful. Please don't hesitate to call me at (503) 813-5535 or Toby Freeman at (503) 813-6208, if
you have any questions or comments.
Sincerely,

~~

Robin Furness
Vice President, PacifiCorp
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June 7, 2005

Douglas Bosco, Chair
Coastal Conservancy
ATTN: Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Ave., 11thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
Dear Mr. Bosco:

As a stakeholder in the ongoing relicensing proceeding for PacifiCorp's Klamath River dams,
American Rivers urges the California Coastal Conservancy to fund the proposed study of
sediments trapped by Klamath River dams.
The Klamath River was once one of the most productive salmon rivers on the West Coast, and
sustained thousands of fishing jobs throughout northern California and southern Oregon.
Klamath salmon also supported the health, culture and livelihoods of Native American tribes
from the coast to the upper Klamath basin, some 250 miles inland. Because Klamath salmon
spend up to three years in the ocean, they contribute to a healthy ocean ecosystem. Today,
Klamath salmon populations have plunged to less than 10 percent of historic numbers, and this
has had devastating consequences for tribes and coastal fishing communities. In fact, while the
Sacramento River is expected to see a record number of returning salmon this year, the Pacific
Fishery Management Council reduced harvest levels for all salmon by up to 50 percent in ports
from Half Moon Bay California to Coos Bay Oregon because of the vulnerable Klamath salmon
stocks mix in the ocean with populations from other rivers. These cuts represent an economic
loss of more than $100 million to the northcoast commercial fishing industry alone, and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is considering declaring an economic disaster
as a result.
Klamath River dams operated by PacifiCorp block salmon, steelhead and other anadromous fish
from reaching more than 300 miles of historic spawning and rearing habitat in the upper Klamath
basin. Potential removal of Klamath River dams as a means of restoring Klamath salmon
populations has been a topic of consideration in the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) relicensing proceeding for these dams since 2000. FERC has completed scoping for its
Environmental Impact Statement for the project, which will assess retiring some or all
hydroelectric facilities and potential operational changes, and expects to issue a relicensing
decision in December 2006.
Decision-makers in the FERC proceeding lack some important information to determine the
feasibility of removing Klamath dams. The most significant gap is determining the physical and
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chemical nature of the accumulated reservoir sediments. The character of the sediments will
determine what approach would be required to manage sediments, which could dramatically
affect the potential costs of dam removal. The proposed study would directly address this gap
and would provide decision-makers information that is critical to determining whether removing
Klamath dams is advisable.
In addition, confidential negotiations involving key stakeholders in the Klamath basin are
underway, with the aim of reaching a settlement agreement on whether and under what
conditions the Klamath hydropower project should be relicensed. If funded by the Coastal
Conservancy, the proposed sediment study would provide information essential to reaching
agreement at a critical juncture in negotiations. Without funding from the Coastal Conservancy,
it is unlikely this information would ever be developed.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Andrew Fahlund
Vice President for Protection & Restoration
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WWF
Submitted via Facsimile

Douglas Bosco, Chair
Coastal Conservancy
ATTN: Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Ave., 11thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
Dear Mr. Bosco:

World Wildlife Fund, the globe's largest conservation organization with over 1.2 million
members in the United States alone, has been a stakeholder in the ongoing relicensing
proceeding for PacifiCorp's Klamath River dams since 2001. We are writing to urge the
California Coastal Conservancy to strongly consider providing the necessary funding for a
proposed study of sediments trapped by Klamath River dams.

The Klamath River was once one of the most productive salmon rivers on the West Coast, and
sustained thousands of fishingjobs and the health, culture and livelihoodsof Native American
tribes trom the coast to the upper Klamath basin, some 250 miles inland. In addition to the
sociao-economic benefits these fish have provided the region both historicallyand recently, these
fish bring large quantities of nutrients trom the ocean to rivers and streams, sustaining many
terrestrial and aquatic species, includingriparian forests. However, Klamath salmon populations
have plunged to 10 percent of their historic numbers, having devastating consequences for the
ecosystem, tribes, and coastal fishing communities. The socioeconomicreach of these poor
salmon runs in the Klamath River extends to the entire north coast of Californiaand southern
Oregon as fish management regulations are formulated to protect the 'weakest stock that swims in
those waters-in this case, Klamath River fish. As a consequence, while the Sacramento River
is expected to see a record number of returning salmonthis year, the Pacific Fishery
Management Council reduced harvest levels for all salmon by up to 50 percent in ports trom
Half Moon Bay Californiato Coos Bay Oregon with an estimated economic loss of more than
$100 millionto the northcoast commercialfishingindustry.
Klamath River dams operated by PacifiCorp block salmon, steelhead and other migratory fish
trom reaching more than 300 miles of historic spawning and rearing habitat in the upper Klamath
basin. The potential for removing of Klamath River dams as a means of restoring Klamath
salmon populations has been a topic of consideration in the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) relicensing proceeding for these dams since 2000. FERC has completed
scoping for its Environmental Impact Statement for the project, which will assess retiring some

World Wildlife Fund
116 Lithia Way, Suite 7 Ashland, OR 97520
Tel:(541) 482-4878 Fax: (541) 482-4895
www.worldwildlife.org
Affiliated with World Wide Fund for Nature
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or all hydroelectric facilities and potential operational changes, and expects to issue a relicensing
decision in December 2006.

Decision-makers in the FERC proceeding lack sufficientinformationto determine the feasibility
of removing Klamath dams. The most significantgap in the process is an understanding of the
physical and chemicalnature of accumulated reservoir sedimentsbehind each structure. The
character of the sediments will determine the sediment managementapproach, the single issue
that drives dam removal costs. The study, under review for funding by the Coastal Conservancy,
would directly address this gap and would provide decision-makersinformation critical to
determiningwhether removing Klamath dams is advisable.
In addition, confidential negotiations involvingkey stakeholders in the Klamath basin are
underway, with the aim of reaching a settlement agreement on whether and under what
conditions the Klamath hydropower project should be relicensed. If funded by the Coastal
Conservancy, the proposed sediment study would provide informationessential to reaching
agreement at a criticaljuncture in negotiations. Without funding from the Coastal Conservancy,
it is highlyunlikelythat this informationwill ever be develoPed.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Brian R. Barr
Program Officer, Wildlands Restoration
World Wildlife Fund, Klamath-Siskiyou Ecoregion
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Charlton H. Bonham
Trout Unlimited
828 San Pablo Avenue, Suite 208
Albany, CA 94706
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June 7, 2005
Douglas Bosco, Chair
Coastal Conservancy
ATTN: Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Ave., 11thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
Dear Chairman Bosco:

As a stakeholder in the ongoing relicensing proceeding for PacifiCorp's Klamath River
dams, Trout Unlimited is writing to respectfully request that the California Coastal Conservancy
support funding for the proposed study of sediments trapped by Klamath River dams.
The Klamath River was once one of the most productive salmon rivers on the West
Coast, and sustained thousands of fishingjobs throughout northern California and southern
Oregon. Klamath salmon also supported the health, culture and livelihoods of Native American
tribes from the coast to the upper Klamath basin, some 250 miles inland. Because Klamath
salmon spend up to three years in the ocean, they contribute to a healthy ocean ecosystem.
Today, Klamath salmon populations have plunged to less than 10 percent of historic numbers,
and this has had devastating consequences for tribes and coastal fishing communities. In fact,
while the Sacramento River is expected to see a record number of returning salmon this year, the
Pacific Fishery Management Council reduced harvest levels for all salmon by up to 50 percent in
ports from Half Moon Bay California to Coos Bay Oregon because of the vulnerable Klamath
salmon stocks mix in the ocean with populations from other rivers. These cuts represent an
economic loss of more than $100 million to the northcoast commercial fishing industry alone,
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is considering declaring an economic
disaster as a result.
Klamath River dams operated by PacifiCorp block salmon, steelhead and other
anadromous fish from reaching more than 300 miles of historic spawning and rearing habitat in
the upper Klamath basin. Potential removal of Klamath River dams as a means of restoring
Klamath salmon populations has been a topic of consideration in the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) relicensing proceeding for these dams since 2000. FERC has completed
scoping for its Environmental Impact Statement for the project, which will assess retiring some
or all hydroelectric facilities and potential operational changes, and expects to issue a relicensing
decision in December 2006.
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Decision-makers in the FERC proceeding lack sufficient information to determine the
feasibility of removing Klamath dams. The most significant gap is determining the physical and
chemical nature of the accumulated reservoir sediments. The character of the sediments will
determine what approach would be required to manage sediments, which could dramatically
affect the potential costs of dam removal. The proposed study would directly address this gap
and would provide decision-makers information that is critical to determining whether removing
Klamath dams is advisable. In addition, as with many FERC relicensings, settlement is often the
outcome. Thus, it is possible that stakeholders in this relicensing could reach a settlement
agreement on whether and under what conditions the Klamath hydropower project should be
relicensed. The proposed study would produce information useful for that possibility as well.
Without funding from the Coastal Conservancy, it is highly likely this information would never
be developed.
Thank you for your consideration.

cJ{

Sincerely yours,
Charlton H. Bonham
California Counsel
Trout Unlimited

RECEIVED
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As a stakeholder in the ongoing reEcensi;:lg proceeding for PacifiCcrp' s Klamath River
dams, Friends of the River is writing to urge the California Coastal Conservanc y to support
funding for the proposed study of sediments trapp ed by Klamath River dams.

The Klamath River w as one of the most producti ve salmon rivers on the West Coast, and
sustained thousands of fi shing jobs throughout northern California and southem Oregon.
Klamath salmon also supported the health, cultur e and livelihoods of Native Americ an tribes
from the coast to the upp er Klamath basin, some 2 50 miles inland. Because Klamath
salmon spend up to three years in the ocean, they contribute to a health y ocean ecosystem.
Today, Klamath salmon populations have plunge d to less than 10 percent of historic
numbers, and this has ha d devastating consequences for tribes and coastal fishing
communities. In fact, while the SacramentoRiver is expected to see a record number of
returning salmon this year, the Pacific Fishery Management Council redu ced harvest levels
for all salmon by up to 50 percent in ports from Half Moon Bay California to Coos Bay
Oregon because the vulnerable KIamath salmon stocks mix in the ocean with populations
from other rivers. These cuts represent an economic loss of more than $100 million to the
northcoast commer cial fishing industry alone, and the National Oc eanic and Atmospheric
Administration is consid ering declaring an economic disaster as a result.
Klamath River dams ope rated by PacifiCorpblock salmon, steelhead and other anadromous
fish from reaching more than 300 miles of historic spawning and rearing habitat in the upper
Klamath basin. Potential removal of Klam ath River dams as a means of restoring Klamath
salmon populations has been a topic of consideration in the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (F ERe) relicensing proceeding since 2000. FERC has completed scopin g for
its Environmental Impact Statement for the proje ct, which will assess retirin g some or all
hydroelectric facilities and potential operational ch anges, and expects to issue a relic ensing
decision in Decemb er 2006.
Decision-makers in the FERC proceedin g lack sufficient informationto det ermine the
feasibility of removing Klamath dams. The most sig nificant gap is determining the physical
and chemical nature of the accumulated reservoir sediments. The character of the sediments
will determine what app roach is required to manage sediments, which coul d dramaticall y
affect the potential costs of dam removal. Th e proposed study direct!y addresses this gap
and provides decision-makers inform ation that is critical to determinin g whether removing
Klamath dams is advisab Ie.
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June 3, 2005

Douglas Bosco, Chair
Coastal Conservancy
ATTN: Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Ave., 11thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
200609265075
Dear Received
Mr. Bosco:FERC OSEC 09/26/2006 04:45:00 PM Docket#

P-2082-000

As a stakeholder in the ongoing relicensing proceeding for PacifiCorp's Klamath River dams,
California Trout is writing to urge the California Coastal Conservancy to support funding for the
proposed study of sediments trapped by Klamath River dams.
The Klamath River was once one of the most productive salmon rivers on the West Coast, and
sustained thousands of fishing jobs throughout northern California and southern Oregon.
Klamath salmon also supported the health, culture and livelihoods of Native American tribes
from the coast to the upper Klamath basin, some 250 miles inland. Because Klamath salmon
spend up to three years in the ocean, they contribute to a healthy ocean ecosystem. Today,
Klamath salmon populations have plunged to less than 10 percent of historic numbers, and this
has had devastating consequences for tribes and coastal fishing communities. In fact, while the
Sacramento River is expected to see a record number of returning salmon this year, the Pacific
Fishery Management Council reduced harvest levels for all salmon by up to 50 percent in ports
from Half Moon Bay California to Coos Bay Oregon because of the vulnerable Klamath salmon
stocks mix in the ocean with populations from other rivers. These cuts represent an economic
loss of more than $100 million to the northcoast commercial fishing industry alone, and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is considering declaring an economic disaster
as a result.
Klamath River dams operated by PacifiCorp block salmon, steelhead and other anadromous fish
from reaching more than 300 miles of historic spawning and rearing habitat in the upper Klamath
basin. Potential removal of Klamath River dams as a means of restoring Klamath salmon
populations has been a topic of consideration in the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) relicensing proceeding for these dams since 2000. FERC has completed scoping for its
Environmental Impact Statement for the project, which will assess retiring some or all
hydroelectric facilities and potential operational changes, and expects to issue a relicensing
decision in December 2006.
Decision-makers in the FERC proceeding lack sufficient information to determine the feasibility
of removing Klamath dams. The most significant gap is determining the physical and chemical
nature of the accumulated reservoir sediments. The character of the sediments will determine
what approach would be required to manage sediments, which could dramatically affect the
potential costs of dam removal. The proposed study would directly address this gap and would
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7 June 2005

Douglas Bosco, Ch£ ir
. Coastal Conscrvanc"" ATTN: Michael Eowen
1330 Broadway Ave.; uth Floor
Oakland, CA 94612
De:ar.Mr. Bosco:
As a stakeholder in :hc ongoing relicensing proceeding for PacifiCorp's Klamath River dams, the Nonhcoasr
ETlvironmental Cen:er is writing to urge the California Coastal Conservancy to grant funding to study sediments
trapped behind the Klamath River dains_
The K1amath~Trini-:y RiV"erwas once the: third-most productive salmon river on the West ('..oast, providing many
thousands of fishing jobs on North C.-oastof Califorrua and Oregon. Klamath salmon also supporred Indian tribes
from the: coast to the upper Klamath basin, more than 7-50miles upsrream. Because these fish spend up to three
years in the ocean, rhq also contribute to a healthy ocean ecosystem. Klamath salmon populations, now however,
have plunged to 1es~.than 10 percent of historic numbers, adversdy affecting tribes and coastal fishing commw1.i.ties.
The Pacifk Fishery Management Council reduced harvest l<.:vclsfor all salmon this yw:arto proteCt weak Klamath
stocks_ The move ~'epresents an ~conomic loss of more than $100 million to the: Nonh Coast commercial fishing
indu tty alone and tb.e National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is considering declaring an economic
disaster as a result.
Klamath River dam 5 operated by PacifiCorp block salmon and other anadromous nsh from reaching some 350
miles of historic sJ>,;wningand rearing habitat in the upper Klamath basin. Potential removal of Klamath River
dams as a means of restoring Klamatfi. salmon popuJanons is a serious tOpic of consideration in thePacifiCorp
Federal Energy RegiJlatOJYCommission (FERC) relicensing proceeding.. FERC has completed scoping for its
Environmenral. Imt:act Statement for me project, whic:h will assess retiring some or all hydroelectric facilities and
potential operation II changes, and expects to i.ssue a celicensing decision in 2006.
Decision-makers in the FERC proceeding lac:k sufficient information to derermine rhe feasibility of removing
Klamath. dams_ Th~ most significant gap is determining the physical and chemical nature of the accwnulated
reservoir sediments. The charaCter ot the sediments will determine what approach would be required ro manage
sediments, whic:h CtmId dramatically affecr the potential COStSof dam removal. The proposed study would direc:t1y
address this gap 311(,would provide decision-maker!i infonnanon that is critical ro determi.nin.g whether removing
Klamath dams is ac visaole.
As well, PacifiCorp has convened confidential negotiations among key Klamath baisn stakeholders in the Klamath
basin to achieve an 3W"ccment as to what conditions the Klamath hydropower project should be reliceJ'\sed. If
funded by the Coas '-11Conservancy, the proposed sedim.ent srudy could provide information essential to reaching
agreement at a critical juncture in negotiations.
Thank. you for your consideration in this important
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June 13,2005
Douglas Bosco, Chair
Coastal Conservancy
ATIN: Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Ave., 11thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
RE: Support for Funding Klamath River Dams SedimentStudy
Dear Mr. Bosco:

WaterWatchis writing to urge the California Coastal Conservancy to support funding for the proposed
study of sediments trapp~d by Klamath Fjver d~P1£.'r.~~proposcd scdiment study would proviut:timely
information essential to informeddecision-makingover the fate of these dams. WaterWatch is an Oregon
river conservation organization of approximately 900 members. WaterWatch is a stakeholder in the
ongoing relicensing proceedingfor PacifiCorp's Klamath River dams and has been working on Klamath
Basin water issues for the last decade.
The Klamath River, located in both California and Oregon, was once one of the most productive salmon
rivers on the West Coast. Klamath salmon have supported the health, culture and livelihoodsof several
Native American tribes and coastal fishing communitiesfrom Coos Bay, Oregon to Fort Bragg,
California. Today, Klamath salmon populations have plungedto less than 10 percent of historic numbers,
and this has had devastating consequencesfor tribes and coastal fishing communities.
The PacifiCorp dams on the Klamath River keep Klamath River salmon and steelhead from their historic
spawning areas in Oregon and California reducingthe productivity of the whole basin. Currently there is
a unique opportunity to consider removal of Klamath River dams as a means of restoring Klamath salmon
populations as a result of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission(FERC) relicensingproceedingfor
these dams. There currently is insufficient informationon the physical and chemical nature of the
accumulated reservoir sediments, which is essential to appropriate decision-makingand consideration of
the dam removal option. The proposed study would directly address this gap and would provide decisionmakers information that is critical to determiningwhether removingKlamath dams is advisable.
Funding from the Coastal Conservancy is critical to the timely development of this important information
so that this opportunity to restore Klamath salmon i~ not lost.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sin~/fZ7!

RECEIVED

WaterWatch
Robert G. Hunter, Staff Attorney
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Northern CaliforniaINevada
Council
Federation of Fly Fishers
June 9. 2005
Douglas Bosco, Chair
Coastal Conservancy
ATTN: Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Ave., 11'" Floor
Oakland. CA 94612
Dear Chairman Bosco:
As a stakeholder in the ongoing relicensing proceeding for the PacifiCorp's Klamath
River dams, Northern California Council, Federation of FIy Fishers (NCCFFF) is writing
to respectfully request that the California Coastal Conservancy support funding for the
proposed study of sediments trapped by the Klamath River dams.
The Klamath River was once one of the most productive salmon rivers in the West
Coast, and sustained thousands of fishing jobs throughout northern California and
southern Oregon. Klamath salmon also supported the health, culture and livelihoods of
Native American tribes from the coast to the upper Kamath basin, some 250 miles inland.
Because Klamath salmon spend up to three years in the ocean, they contribute to a
healthy ocean ecosystem. Today, Klamath saJmon populations have plunged to less than
10 percent of historic numbers. and this has had devastating consequences for tribes and
coastaJ fishing communities. In fact, the Pacific Fishery Management Council reduced
harvest levels for all saJmon by up to 50 percent in the ports from Half Moon Bay,
California, to Coos Bay, Orego~ because ofthc vulnerable Klamath salmon stocks mix
in the ocean with popuJations from other rivers. These cuts represent an economic loss of
more than $100 million to the north coast commercial fishing industry alone, and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is considering declaring an economic
disaster as a result
KJamatb River dams operated by PacifiCorp block salmon, steelhead and other
anadromous fish from reaching more than 300 miles of historic spawning and rearing
habitat in the upper Klamath basin. Potential removal ofJ(lamath River dams as a means
of restoring Klamath salmon populations has been a topic of consideration in the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) relicensing proceeding for these dams since
2000. FERC has completed scoping for its EnvironmentaJ Impact Statement for the
project, which will assess retiring some or all hydroelectric facilities and potential
operational changes, and expects to issue a relicensing decision in December 2006.
Decision-makers in the FERC proceeding lack sufficient information to determine the
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feasibility of removing Klamath dams. The most.significant gap is detennining the
physical and chemical nature of the ~UIated
reservoir sediments. The character of
the sediments will determine what approach would be required to manage sediments,
which could dramatically affect the potential costs of dam removal. The proposed sudy
would directly address Ibis gap and wouJd provide decision-makers information that is
critical to detcnnining whether removing Klamath dams is advisable. In addition, as with
many FERC relicensings, settlement is often the outcome. Thus. it is possible that
stakeholders in this relicensing could reach a settlement agreement on whether and under
what conditions the KJamath hydropower project should be relicensed. The proposed
study would produce information useful for that possibility as well. Without funding
from the Coastal Conservancy, it is highJy likely this infol11'lationwould never be
developed.
Thank you for your consideration and time for review.

Dr. C. Mark Rockwell, D.C.
V.P. Conservation. Northern California Council.
Federation of Fly Fishers
19737 Wildwood West Dr.
Penn Valley, CA 95946
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Salmon River Restoration Council
PO Box 1089
Sawyers Bar, CA 96031

June 8, 2005

Douglas Bosco, Chair
Coastal Conservancy
ATIN: Michael Bowen
1330 Broadway Ave., 11thFloor
Oakland, CA 94612
Dear Mr. Bosco:
As a stakeholder in the ongoing relicensing proceeding for PacifiCorp's Klamath River dams, the
Klamath Forest Alliance and the Salmon River Restoration Council are writing to urge the
California Coastal Conservancy to support funding for the proposed study of sediments trapped
by Klamath River dams.
The Klamath River was once one of the most productive salmon rivers on the West Coast, and
sustained thousands of fishing jobs throughout northern California and southern Oregon.
Klamath salmon also supported the health, culture and livelihoods of Native American tribes
from the coast to the upper Klamath basin, some 250 miles inland. Because Klamath salmon
spend up to three years in the ocean, they contribute to a healthy ocean ecosystem. Today,
Klamath salmon populations have plunged to less than 10 percent of historic numbers, and this
has had devastating consequences for tribes and coastal fishing communities. In fact, while the
Sacramento River is expected to see a record number of returning salmon this year, the Pacific
Fishery Management Council reduced harvest levels for all salmon by up to 50 percent in ports
from Half Moon Bay California to Coos Bay Oregon because of the vulnerable Klamath salmon
stocks mix in the ocean with populations from other rivers. These cuts represent an economic
lossof morethan $100 millionto the northcoastcommercialfishingindustryalone,and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is considering declaring an economic disaster
as a result.
Klamath River dams operated by PacifiCorp block salmon, steelhead and other anadromous fish
from reaching more than 300 miles of historic spawning and rearing habitat in the upper Klamath
basin. Potential removal of Klamath River dams as a means of restoring Klamath salmon
populations has been a topic of consideration in the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) relicensing proceeding for these dams since 2000. FERC has completed scoping for its
Environmental Impact Statement for the project, which will assess retiring some or all
hydroelectric facilities and potential operational changes, and expects to issue a relicensing

decisionin December2006.
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Decision-makers in the FERC proceeding lack sufficient information to determine the feasibility
of removing Klamath dams. The most significant gap is determining the physical and chemical
nature of the accumulated reservoir sediments. The character of the sediments will determine
what approach would be required to manage sediments, which could dramatically affect the
potential costs of dam removal. The proposed study would directly address this gap and would
provide decision-makers information that is critical to determining whether removing Klamath
dams is advisable.
In addition, confidential negotiations involving key stakeholders in the Klamath basin are
underway, with the aim of reaching a settlement agreement on whether and under what
conditions the Klamath hydropower project should be relicensed. If funded by the Coastal
Conservancy, the proposed sediment study would provide information essential to reaching
agreement at a critical juncture in negotiations. Without funding from the Coastal Conservancy,
it is highly likely this information would never be developed.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

f)~~

Petey Brucker
Klamath Forest Alliance - River Program Coordination
Salmon River Restoration Council- Community Restoration Program Coordinator
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